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Abstract 
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information to having a strategic role in shaping a company’s narrative. However, there 
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but is harmful to society, suggesting a need to reevaluate and shift the conversation 
regarding investor relations approaches. 
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1. Introduction 

Within public companies, the investor relations department is a key function, performing 
activities to nurture the relationships between a company and its investors (Laskin, 2011). 
Investor relations play a significant role in communicating financial information, which 
can lead to various positive outcomes, such as improved firm visibility, lower cost of 
capital, and enhanced investor following (Brennan & Tamarowski, 2000; Bushee & 
Miller, 2012; Chapman et al., 2019; Kirk & Vincent, 2014; Neukirchen et al., 2023). Over 
time, the field of investor relations has evolved substantially, where the function through 
its financial communication can shape the company narrative to investors, emphasizing 
the strategic role of investor relations (Brown et al., 2019; Dolphin, 2004; Hockerts & 
Moir, 2004; Hrasky & Smith, 2008). Such efforts to influence the perception of a 
company or industry through financial communicative strategies are a form of 
‘sensegiving’ (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014), whereby investor relations professionals 
reflect upon an unexpected situation and undertake efforts to influence somebody else’s 
‘sensemaking’ (Weick, 1995).  

External events can influence industries worldwide, prompting the investor relations 
function to adapt to the evolving landscape. While scholars within the investor relations 
literature contribute to comprehending the challenges and strategies required to rebuild 
trust and confidence when a company’s reputation and image suffer (Allen, 2002; Moreno 
& Jones, 2022), one can reflect upon how an investor relations function manages an 
unexpected event that is negative for society but heightens the importance of the industry. 
For example, how investor relations within the construction industry makes sense of how 
to communicate improved financial numbers following an earthquake. Or how investor 
relations within the cyber security industry makes sense of its communication strategy 
after a breach that exposed personal information about millions of people. Or how 
investor relations within the defense industry makes sense of the increased demand for 
weapons because of an ongoing war. In these situations, the function faces a significant 
challenge in communicating financial success to investors while being aware of the 
situation that propelled the industry into the spotlight.  

While acknowledging investor relations’ growing significance, particularly during 
critical events, the scenarios above introduce several risks. Investor relations must 
navigate this complex landscape. Neglecting opportunities can lead to financial risks, 
with unfulfilled value creation creating tensions with the shareholders. However, solely 
focusing on opportunities might neglect the risk of damaging the brand, thus fostering 
conflicts with societal stakeholders. Differing approaches within the company, 
emphasizing financial gains versus long-term credibility, add layers of complexity, 
potentially creating internal tensions within the company. Addressing the diverse interests 
of investors, employees, and other stakeholders while maintaining balanced 
communication presents a significant challenge. If communication is mishandled, there 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?U8Uch5
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?lxZoIs
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?lxZoIs
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?rtAH8F
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?rtAH8F
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?Snw3mz
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?9rp94z
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?dBLcM5
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?dBLcM5
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is a risk of being perceived as exploiting the crisis, potentially resulting in negative media 
attention harming the brand. This could also pose opportunities and risks regarding 
employee branding. A successful company attracts personnel, while a company with a 
non-credible reputation probably fails to position itself as an attractive employer.  

Overall, comprehending how investor relations leverage opportunities for the industry, 
connected to a harmful event for society, is an unexplored territory. In such cases, 
traditional investor relations activities might fall short, potentially leading to 
counterproductive outcomes. Previous literature does not adequately address these 
challenges. However, understanding this gap is essential, as it could redefine the 
comprehension of current investor relations strategies, bringing new insights into how 
investor relations desirably frame the industry without endangering long-term credibility. 
This challenge is crucial for investor relations to understand, as the ability to influence 
somebody else’s sensegiving becomes vulnerable if performed in the wrong way.  

While investor relations certainly plays a role in reshaping the industry perception 
through sensegiving strategies, solely focusing on investor relations’ role in shaping the 
understanding of somebody’s sensemaking of a situation poses a risk of neglecting other 
important factors. The impact of how somebody views a certain thing, their ‘frame’, 
cannot solely be subject to an investor relations department. Frames are “principles of 
organization which govern the subjective meanings we assign to social events” (Goffman, 
1974, p. 11, as cited in Cornelissen & Werner, 2014). Accordingly, existing frames, and 
the underlying sensemaking, are influenced by cognitive perspectives (Maitlis & 
Christianson, 2014; Weick, 1995). The act of framing, however, involves how 
“individuals use language or other symbolic gestures in context either to reinforce 
existing interpretive frames or to call new frames into being” (Cornelissen & Werner, 
2014, p. 18-19). Depending on how investor relations adapt its financial communication 
toward investors, this suggests that investor relations could influence the reframing of the 
industry perception. Still, one must acknowledge the complexity of multiple factors 
affecting how somebody makes sense of a situation through their existing frame.  

In our case, the attempt to reframe an industry perception begins with how an investor 
relations function understands an ongoing complex situation and what it means for the 
company and, in one way or another, tries to influence the investor community’s way of 
perceiving the industry. As mentioned, a substantial body of research exists on various 
facets of investor relations, including its role in effective financial communication 
(Brown et al., 2019), the significance of disseminating nonfinancial information 
(Hoffmann & Fieseler, 2012; Laskin, 2016), and the influences of external pressures on 
investor relations (Allen, 2002; Hockerts & Moir, 2004). However, previous literature 
does not adequately address how investor relations adapt and position themselves through 
financial communication in response to negative external events that create an 
opportunity to reframe the industry perception.  

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?broken=2K84U1
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?KIxRlj
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?KIxRlj
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?IBngqu
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?IBngqu
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?vPq3BZ
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?ueOd07
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?SRbD3G
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Addressing the tensions between opportunities and challenges is essential for the body of 
literature on investor relations, as this might problematize and revise current approaches, 
providing insights for researchers and practitioners. Therefore, we aim to expand and 
contribute to this body of research by addressing the following research question: 

How does investor relations adapt its financial communication when a negative external 
event creates an opportunity for a reframed industry perception? 

We draw upon data from a qualitative single case study to address this research question. 
The data was collected through semi-structured interviews with representatives from a 
company within the defense industry, herein referred to as DefenseCo. We followed an 
abductive research approach to maintain an open and exploratory perspective. 
Analytically, we adopted the sensemaking perspective and the role of sensegiving through 
framing, narratives, and financial numbers, allowing us to interpret the results and 
establish connections between our findings and the research on investor relations. 
Exploring financial communication activities performed by investor relations within a 
changing context that balances opportunities and major risks offers valuable insights into 
the strategic significance of investor relations in achieving long-term success. This is 
essential to ensure that communication strategies are tailored to the specific event. 

The findings of our study show that, in the case of DefenseCo, financial communication 
is increased at all levels to seize the opportunity of an educational journey aimed at 
reshaping the industry perception, and our contributions to the investor relations literature 
are threefold. Firstly, in a situation like this, our findings indicate that financial 
communication exceeds the boundaries of the investor relations function, encompassing 
the entire organizational landscape, which requires internal coordination that the entire 
company supports. Secondly, we provide a deeper understanding of how sensegiving 
tools can be utilized within financial communication. We suggest that metaphorical 
representations can be helpful for a company operating within a complex industry aiming 
at reframing the industry perception, as metaphorical representations can serve as a bridge 
between the familiar and the unfamiliar. Thirdly, we contribute to the existing investor 
relations research by introducing indirect communication strategies in situations where 
more than traditional approaches may be required. Our study, therefore, adds a new 
perspective on financial communication strategies by investor relations. 

The paper is structured in the following manner: In Chapter 2, the foundation for the 
thesis will be established by introducing the domain theory and method theory, which are 
integrated into a cohesive theoretical framework that constitutes our analytical lens for 
the empirical analysis. In Chapter 3, the methodology of this paper is described and 
justified. In Chapter 4, the empirical findings are presented and analyzed through the 
analytical lens of our theoretical framework. Chapter 5 will discuss the findings in relation 
to the existing body of literature. Lastly, Chapter 6 comprises the concluding thoughts, 
including limitations and future research suggestions.  
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2. Theory 

This chapter establishes the foundation for the thesis by introducing the domain theory 
and discussing the existing discourse on investor relations in 2.1. Subsequently, the 
method theory is introduced in 2.2, drawing upon the sensemaking perspective and 
sensegiving. The domain theory and method theory are, after that, integrated and modified 
into a cohesive framework, constituting the analytical lens to explore the connection 
between sensegiving strategies and financial communication strategies in investor 
relations. 

 

2.1. Literature Review 

2.1.1. The Role of Investor Relations 

The investor relations role is versatile, including activities to foster relationships between 
a company and its current and potential investors. The function plays a crucial role in the 
corporate landscape and serves as the bridge between a company’s management team and 
a diverse group of stakeholders. The core activities of investor relations professionals 
consist of participating in roadshows, presentations, and conferences, as well as 
communicating with shareholders, analysts, and stockbrokers (NIRI, 2023). Other 
everyday investor relations activities are one-on-one meetings, negotiations, report 
presentations, ownership analysis, and providing information to top management and 
other people within the organizations (Laskin, 2009).  

Over time, the field of investor relations has evolved substantially. The function has 
transitioned from its initial role as a primary communication channel between company 
management and owners to a more specialized function centered around financial 
communication. In its modern form, investor relations has taken on a strategic role 
involving communicating financial information, sustainability data, corporate strategy, 
and shaping the company’s overall narrative. For example, the employee in charge of the 
investor relations function, an ‘Investor Relations Officer’ (IRO), is sometimes referred 
to as a ‘Chief Disclosure Officer’ because of the major influence on corporate disclosure 
activities. IROs often control outsiders’ access to management and act as corporate 
gatekeepers (Brown et al., 2019).  Through this evolution, investor relations has become 
a key function in corporations (Laskin, 2011, 2016). According to the National Investor 
Relations Institute (NIRI, 2023), the definition of investor relations is as follows: 

“Investor relations is a strategic management responsibility that integrates finance, 
communication, marketing, and securities law compliance to enable the most effective two-
way communication between a company, the financial community, and other constituencies, 
which ultimately contributes to a company’s securities achieving fair valuation.”  

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?IEO8lJ
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?xlEgbd
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?eR7KjN
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?XO5u2s
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?90rYee
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Much previous research on investor relations focuses on the outcomes of investor 
relations. In these studies, scholars find that investor relations improve firm visibility, 
market valuations, and investor following (Bushee & Miller, 2012; Kirk & Vincent, 
2014). More specifically, research shows that companies with well-executed investor 
relations experience improved stock performance and lower cost of capital, which are 
also examples of improved market valuations (Brennan & Tamarowski, 2000; Chapman 
et al., 2019; Neukirchen et al., 2023).  

More specifically, Bushee and Miller (2012) examine the implementation of investor 
relations strategies and find that the common goal is to attract institutional investors. 
Institutional investors and analysts typically focus on larger listed companies with highly 
liquid stocks. An increased investor following is linked to a lower cost of capital, and 
hence, firms experiencing visibility concerns initiate investor relations programs to 
increase attention. Further, Bushee and Miller (2012) find that initiating investor relations 
programs increases institutional ownership, analyst following, and media coverage. The 
findings also suggest that these programs cause increased market valuations, indicating a 
significant financial value in increasing investor relations efforts in less visible firms.  

Kirk and Vincent (2014) explore the outcomes of investor relations programs, backing up 
the findings of Bushee and Miller (2012). They also observe that investor relations 
programs lead to increased analyst attention, institutional ownership, liquidity, and 
valuation compared to firms that do not invest in such programs. Additionally, Kirk and 
Vincent (2014) note that younger and high-performing firms with substantial research 
and development investments and promising growth prospects are more apt to establish 
investor relations programs. This observation is underpinned by the belief that companies 
that are facing greater uncertainty regarding future earnings and cash flow have the most 
to gain from enhanced information disclosure. 

In contrast to the studies that focus on the outcome of investor relations, the research 
conducted by Brown et al. (2019) focuses on the process of the investor relations function. 
More specifically, Brown et al. (2019) elaborate on the practices performed by investor 
relations officers and how they, through financial communication, can shape the company 
narrative to investors. Similar to Laskin (2009), Brown et al. (2019) find that the most 
important responsibility of investor relations officers is communicating with the 
investment community, including sell-side analysts and institutional investors, helping 
them interpret corporate disclosures. In the study, the investor relations officers 
responded that public earnings conference calls, press releases, and road shows are more 
important than other disclosure forms, such as 8-k reports and on-site visits. Of all the 
disclosure events, IROs considered conference calls to be the most important venue for 
conveying the company message. Ahead of these conference calls, the companies 
rigorously planned the scripts, showcasing the strategic importance of conveying the 
company narrative in these conference calls. Furthermore, Brown et al. (2019) find that 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?JC3CVx
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?JC3CVx
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?f4af09
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?f4af09
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IROs often communicate privately with analysts and institutional investors, as 80% of 
companies conduct callbacks after public earnings conference calls.  

On the same note, Laskin (2016) elucidates financial communication as a critical aspect 
of investor relations. Even though financial information is often communicated to 
investors, Laskin (2016) highlights the importance of addressing non-financial 
information. Communicating corporate strategy information is nearly as important as 
financial information to understand the company’s overall value. Laskin (2016) suggests 
that investor relations professionals should emphasize communicating more non-
financial information to investors so that they understand the company’s business and its 
comprehensive value properly. This aligns with the proposal that investor relations should 
be viewed as a strategic communication function instead of solely communicating 
financial data (Hoffmann & Fieseler, 2012).  

Furthermore, Hockerts and Moir (2004) study the evolving role of investor relations and 
the role in communicating corporate social responsibility (“CSR”) to investors. As a 
result of increasing investor concerns about CSR, investor relations has evolved to 
integrate this into communication. Hockerts and Moir (2004) find that investor relations 
is moving from a broadcasting mode of CSR information to a more interactive mode of 
relationship management. This is because the communication of investor relations is 
becoming more two-way. Investor relations communicates the investment community’s 
concerns and views on the company to management while strategically communicating 
to investors.  

Brühl and Falkheimer (2023) examine the role of corporate purpose and how investor 
relations make sense of it to shape its financial communication. The authors acknowledge 
that the investor relations department has two main functions: to make sense of the 
organization and its corporate purpose and to communicate this to the investor 
community. Investor relations rely on input from both internal and external stakeholders 
to make sense of the organization. The strategic role of financial communication is 
necessary as a way to reduce the information asymmetry between the company and the 
external stakeholders. Brühl and Falkheimer (2023) find that investor relations rely on 
cues when making sense of the corporate purpose, where links can be made to intangible 
assets and organizational values. The authors find that corporate purpose is only partially 
used in communication with the financial public, even though corporate purpose has the 
potential to be an important strategic tool in financial communication (Brühl & 
Falkheimer, 2023).  

Several studies suggest that the investor relations function has evolved from primarily 
being a financial role to becoming a more strategic function that includes a comprehensive 
range of communication activities (e.g., Brown et al., 2019; Dolphin, 2004; Hockerts & 
Moir, 2004; Hrasky & Smith, 2008). As the spectrum of communication activities 
continues to expand, we will, in the next section, examine the role of investor relations in 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?WEAujY
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?AFIfJk
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?AFIfJk
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?UA4Dc0
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?UA4Dc0
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connection to significant external events that pressure the communication activities of 
investor relations. More specifically, we want to explore how companies adjust 
communication strategies to leverage opportunities to achieve financial and strategic 
goals while ensuring long-term credibility and trust by the stakeholders. 

2.1.2. Financial Communication in Response to Significant Events 

The critical role of the investor relations function within modern corporations has already 
been touched upon. However, there are times when the function becomes even more 
important, and that is following significant events that heighten investor uncertainty. As 
information can spread rapidly in our contemporary world, financial communication 
performed by investor relations is critical to ensure that a desirable company image is 
conveyed to the investor community.  

On this topic, Allen (2002) explores the increasing significance of investor relations and 
attributes this importance to a series of corporate scandals, with the Enron scandal as a 
significant example. Allen (2002) explains that the Enron scandal arose due to the 
manipulation of information provided to investors, resulting in ambiguity for investors in 
understanding the company’s value and overall business operations. Following the Enron 
scandal, public companies’ information disclosure accuracy was questioned, and 
shareholder scrutiny increased. The spotlight turned to investor relations as companies 
tried to rebuild trust and confidence among investors (Allen, 2002). The subsequent 
Global Crossings and WorldCom scandals caused further worry and decreased trust in 
the investment market (Laskin, 2009). Consequently, the role of the investor relations 
function became key in modern corporations, aimed at proactively addressing these 
information challenges and ensuring transparency. Allen (2002) argues that companies 
proactively managing their narrative are better positioned to influence investor 
perceptions, preserve transparency, and effectively mitigate potential crises.  

The strategic approach to investor relations, suggested by Allen (2002), aligns with the 
insights provided by Laskin (2016), who highlights the importance of non-financial 
information and corporate strategy in shaping investor perceptions. It also aligns with 
Brown et al. (2019), who emphasize the role of conference calls in shaping the company 
narrative, and Hockerts and Moir (2004), who suggest that the investor relations function 
should become a more interactive role in corporations. Collectively, these findings imply 
that investor relations professionals should consider adopting a more proactive stance in 
shaping their communication strategies to handle external changes effectively. 

Moreno and Jones (2022) provide another contribution to the discourse on 
communication strategies in response to external events. The scholars study nuances of 
corporate reporting during the Great Financial Crisis, examining variations in textual 
characteristics and attributions employed by companies. The findings of Moreno and 
Jones (2022) shine light on a distinct pattern within corporate reporting during this crisis. 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?exHMSk
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The scholars observe a prevalence of positive attributions, favorable benchmarking, and 
deliberate enhancement practices in the narratives. Among various sectors, the companies 
that most significantly alter their narrative are companies in the finance and real estate 
sectors, which can be attributed to their central roles and heightened exposure during the 
Great Financial Crisis (Moreno & Jones, 2022).  

In a related study, the impact of investor relations following the introduction of 
Regulation Fair Disclosure by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) is 
explored, where Kirk and Vincent (2014) find that the regulation resulted in a doubling 
of public disclosures. Private conversations became a less relevant communication 
channel for the investor relations department because no exclusive information could be 
shared. This regulatory shift boosted investor relations functions’ professionalism, 
allowing established firms to navigate the altered landscape more effectively. Hence, this 
highlights how exogenous events can prompt companies to adapt their investor relations 
strategies and communication practices to meet new requirements (Kirk & Vincent, 
2014). 

2.1.3. Theoretical Problematization 

The existing literature acknowledges the influential role of investor relations (Brown et 
al., 2019; Dolphin, 2004; Hockerts & Moir, 2004; Hrasky & Smith, 2008) and contributes 
to comprehending the challenges and strategies required to rebuild trust and confidence 
when a company’s reputation suffers (Allen, 2002; Kirk & Vincent, 2014; Moreno & 
Jones, 2022). Yet, there is a noticeable gap in the research in understanding investor 
relations’ financial communication in times of negative external events, creating an 
opportunity to reframe the industry perception. Investor relations must navigate this 
unexplored landscape, as traditional investor relations activities might fall short, 
potentially leading to counterproductive outcomes. Understanding this gap is essential, 
as it could redefine the comprehension of current investor relations strategies, bringing 
new insights into how investor relations frame the industry without endangering long-
term credibility. With our research aim in mind, we want to explore this gap in the 
following ways: 

First, we want to examine how investor relations make sense of a complex situation, 
providing opportunities to adapt its financial communication to influence the industry 
perception. Given investor relations growing significance, particularly during critical 
events, it is surprising that there has not been more adequate research on investor relations 
and sensemaking (Brühl & Falkheimer, 2023) to understand unexpected events for 
appropriate communication to the investor community. It is essential to understand how 
a negative event can contribute to opportunities for a company within a specific industry 
to reframe the industry perception and adapt its communication accordingly. This study 
aims to provide new insights into making sense of such a complex event and unveil 
whether existing approaches are sufficient or if alternative approaches are needed.  

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?sc9ASK
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?CEQjaK
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?CEQjaK
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Second, we want to explore how the ability to communicate a specific message is 
challenged when a company operates within a stigmatized industry. The message needs 
to be easily understandable while still embodying the tension inherent in the situation. 
Because, in the middle of the opportunities, challenges are accompanied when the 
industry’s success results from society’s misfortune, presenting an ethical dilemma in 
determining the appropriate course of action. Therefore, we want to delve into the 
potential of metaphorical representations in investor relations communication to facilitate 
communication. Carlsson-Wall et al. (2016) study the role of metaphorical representation 
in elderly care, which gives insights into how a metaphor can explain a budget, thereby 
providing a bridge between the familiar and unfamiliar (Amernic & Craig, 2009). As 
Carlsson-Wall et al. (2016) show that metaphorical representation is a powerful tool in 
the accounting domain, it could be applicable in investor relations. In a related study by 
Havemo (2018), the potential impact of visual elements in financial communication is 
explored, emphasizing the importance of the visual perspective in strengthening the 
company narrative. We want to integrate these approaches and explore if investor 
relations can use this to reframe the perception of a stigmatized industry. 

Consequently, this study explores how companies experiencing opportunities followed 
by negative events can leverage these opportunities while simultaneously being aware of 
the challenges. By addressing this research gap, our thesis aims to provide valuable 
insights for academics and practitioners. We strive to shed light on investor relations’ 
financial communication strategies, contributing to a deeper understanding of this 
evolving corporate function and providing insights to companies in industries undergoing 
similar complex situations. 

 

2.2. Conceptual Framework 

2.2.1.  Introduction to the Sensemaking Perspective 

This section presents the sensemaking perspective, which will establish the foundational 
framework for our research approach. Although some researchers refer to sensemaking 
as a theoretical framework (e.g., Holt & Cornelissen, 2014), Weick (1995) argues that 
sensemaking is a perspective. Weick (1995) states that the sensemaking paradigm has its 
own unique understanding of organization and, therefore, does not align with any existing 
organizational theories. The concept of sensemaking is straightforward, as it means how 
one makes sense of something. Weick (1995) explains that sensemaking refers to the 
process (Sonenshein, 2010) of understanding unexpected events, situations, or issues. On 
the same note, Maitlis and Christianson (2014) clarify that “sensemaking begins when 
people experience a violation of their expectations, or when they encounter an ambiguous 
event or issue that is of some significance to them” (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014, p. 77). 
Following the situation, individuals seek to clarify the ongoing situation by extracting and 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?rMYtTG
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?xVUzb8
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?9QIWsu
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interpreting cues from their surroundings (Dewulf et al., 2009; Weick, 1995). These cues 
are significant for the sensemaking process, where Maitlis and Christianson (2014) 
highlight three main parts: noticing cues, interpreting cues, and taking action upon them. 
Hence, in the context of this paper, the sensemaking perspective provides a crucial lens 
through which we can explore how investor relations respond to unexpected and 
ambiguous events and how the sensemaking process influences the way they adapt the 
communication. 

Within sensemaking, a closely related concept is sensegiving (Maitlis & Christianson, 
2014). It is described as “the process of attempting to influence the sensemaking and 
meaning construction of others toward a preferred redefinition of organizational reality” 
(Gioia & Chittipeddi, 1991, p. 442). Accordingly, sensemaking primarily concerns the 
process of comprehending the existing situation, while sensegiving revolves around 
shaping the sensemaking process concerning the present circumstances. In the context of 
this thesis, this implies that investor relations should strive to comprehend the ongoing 
developments, aligning with sensemaking. In contrast, their financial communication to 
investors is closely associated with the act of sensegiving.  

However, the capacity to influence the sensemaking of others remains a matter of debate. 
Giuliani (2016) posits that while individuals can present information in various ways, 
their ability to direct how recipients interpret it and impact the sensemaking process is 
limited. In contrast, some scholars assert that the sensemaking process of individuals can 
indeed be subject to external influences (Jordan & Messner, 2012; Kraus & Strömsten, 
2012; Logemann et al., 2019). More specifically, it is argued that skilled rhetoricians can 
influence and guide interpretations through strategic sensegiving techniques (Gioia & 
Chittipeddi, 1991; Mantere et al., 2012). 

Logemann et al. (2019) delve into the domain of sensegiving regarding strategic change, 
investigating how managers can employ particular language forms as part of the 
sensegiving process. In the study, the scholars investigate two distinct forms of linguistic 
sensegiving strategies, framing and narratives, and their influence on sensemaking. More 
specifically, Logemann et al. (2019) explore catchphrases, metaphors, and idioms as part 
of the framing process to provide an interpretive frame of reference. On the same note, 
narratives are “grammatically structured (discursive) constructions that actors use to 
shape their own and to impact others’ understandings” (Sonenshein, 2010, p. 480, as cited 
in Logemann et al., 2019, p. 3). Narratives, as a concept, can be translated into a storyline 
that involves a transition from the past to the present and further moves towards a desired 
future state. This narrative structure can, therefore, act as a motivating and justifying plot 
for driving a course of change. This perspective aligns with the idea presented by 
Tillmann and Goddard (2008), which emphasizes sensemaking as a social process where 
organizational actors strive to comprehend their past, present, and future situations. 
Logemann et al. (2019) further find that managerial sensegiving can be both semantic and 
pragmatic, where the former is about conveying a message in communication. The latter, 
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on the other hand, is about solely providing the individuals with a form to make sense – 
where the authors use symbolic framing with metaphors and contrasting narratives as a 
form of framing.   

In another study, Fiss and Zajac (2006) investigate sensegiving via framing and, more 
specifically, how a specific framing language can be used as a sensegiving tool for 
sensemaking purposes, aligning with Logemann et al. (2019). Effective sensegiving is 
seen to support the revision of interpretive frames. Fiss and Zajac’s (2006) research not 
only investigates the role of framing in sensemaking but also reinforces the idea that the 
strategic use of framing language can help revise and refine interpretive frames, as earlier 
proposed by Bartunek (1984). The interpretation of cues (Dewulf et al., 2009) can be 
linked to interpretive schemas or frames, illustrating how the choice of framing language 
and its effectiveness in sensegiving can significantly influence the construction and 
revision of these interpretive frames. When an external event occurs that triggers a 
sensemaking process, this can lead to revised frames. Consequently, with the purpose of 
this study in mind, sensegiving via framing is a valuable concept for understanding the 
influence investor relations’ sensegiving strategies might have on investors’ interpretive 
frames in times of a challenged industry perception. 

2.2.2. Understanding Framing Theory as a Component of Sensegiving  

To comprehensively understand framing as a key component of sensegiving, an 
introduction to framing will now be presented. Framing is a central concept within the 
fields of communication and social sciences (Goffman, 1974). According to Goffman 
(1974), who popularized the framing theory, it can provide valuable insights into how 
information is perceived and interpreted based on its presentation. The framing principle 
is that communication can be shaped to emphasize different facets, impacting people’s 
perceptions (Chong & Druckman, 2007; Goffman, 1974). Frames can, therefore, be 
likened to lenses that focus attention on particular elements while diverting attention from 
others (Weick, 1995), which is aligned with the notion that frames are constructed through 
the processes of selection, emphasis, and exclusion (Gitlin, 2003).      

As mentioned in the introduction, it is important to note the distinction between frames 
and the act of framing. Frames are “principles of organization which govern the subjective 
meanings we assign to social events” (Goffman, 1974, p. 11, as cited in Cornelissen & 
Werner, 2014). Accordingly, we must acknowledge that the existing frames of the 
investors, and thereby the underlying sensemaking, are influenced by cognitive 
perspectives (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014; Weick, 1995). The act of framing, however, 
involves how “individuals use language or other symbolic gestures in context either to 
reinforce existing interpretive frames or to call new frames into being” (Cornelissen & 
Werner, 2014, p. 18-19). 
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Framing theory holds a significant role in academic research across various fields. The 
versatility of framing theory makes it valuable in diverse research domains, and it is 
applied in academic research within social sciences (Benford & Snow, 2000; Entman & 
Rojecki, 1993; Scheufele, 1999) as well as used by scholars in financial research (Ascui 
& Lovell, 2011; Dalla Via et al., 2019; Durocher & Georgiou, 2022; Ricci, 2022; 
Vollmer, 2019). In organizational and institutional settings, framing plays a significant 
role in understanding cognitive, linguistic, and cultural processes (Holt & Cornelissen, 
2014). Here, framing illuminates internal cognitive processes arising from individual 
sensemaking and strategic external processes to enhance comprehension, legitimacy, and 
support (Gilbert, 2006; Kaplan, 2008; Nadkarni & Narayanan, 2007). 

Furthermore, Kaplan (2008) emphasizes the interactive and social dimensions of strategic 
framing, advocating for framing as an integrated, interconnected process rather than an 
isolated concept. Kaplan (2008), as described in Cornelissen and Werner (2014), 
criticizes previous studies on strategic framing that overly emphasize cognitive aspects. 
Kaplan (2008) suggests a more holistic view of framing, one that encompasses both 
cognitive and symbolic dimensions – stressing that skilled actors strategically employ 
frames to align the beliefs and interests of others, aiming at winning them over. 
Additionally, Kaplan (2008) highlights the importance of interconnections between 
symbolic framing and the formation of collective strategic frames, further accentuating 
the interdependence of these framing processes.  

Strategic framing is also studied as a construct of purposeful communication by leaders 
to shape frames of interpretation in ways that facilitate organizational change 
(Cornelissen & Werner, 2014). Similarly, other studies reveal that metaphorical phrases 
and idioms are employed to frame strategic change and gain support from important 
stakeholders, for example, metaphors and stories (Gioia et al., 1994; Gioia & Chittipeddi, 
1991). Benford and Snow (2000) examine strategic processes and tactics of framing and 
primarily focus on how social movements strategically use framing to influence public 
perception, attract support, and shape the outcome of their efforts. The scholars explore 
the concept of frame alignment, which refers to aligning movement frames with the 
beliefs and values of potential supporters and allies (Benford & Snow, 2000). 

Continuing on the topic of strategic framing, Young-Ferris and Roberts (2023) explore 
an early attempt at integrating sustainability in investment decision-making. This study’s 
concept of framing takes on a novel dimension as it strategically positions sustainability 
considerations as pivotal elements impacting financial risk and return. By presenting 
sustainability as financially consequential, this approach seamlessly aligns with the 
investors’ normative focus on monetary objectives (Young-Ferris & Roberts, 2023). This 
approach underscores the powerful impact of framing on investor perceptions and 
expectations.  
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The collective research body on strategic framing underscores its strategic and versatile 
character in various domains. Whether in social movements or as part of investor relations 
activities, framing is a powerful tool for influencing perceptions and facilitating 
organizational responses to external challenges, thereby working as a tool for 
sensegiving.  

2.2.3. Chosen Analytical Concepts 

As presented in the discussion, our research question is: How does investor relations 
adapt its financial communication when a negative external event creates an opportunity 
for a reframed industry perception? In our case, the attempt to reframe an industry 
perception begins with how an investor relations function understands an ongoing 
complex situation and what it means for the company and, in one way or another, tries to 
influence the investor community’s way of perceiving the industry. The sensemaking 
perspective will, therefore, constitute the analytical lens to explore the collected empirics 
as we want to examine how a negative event that challenges the industry perception 
triggers the sensemaking process of investor relations and how they, in turn, use different 
sensegiving tools to influence the investors’ sensemaking process. Hence, we have 
chosen three analytical concepts that we believe are important for our empirical analysis: 
framing, narratives, and financial numbers. 

We build on the finding by Logemann et al. (2019) about framing and narratives as 
sensegiving tools, where framing can be divided into metaphors and catchphrases that 
refer to familiar expressions triggering associations and rendering interpretation easier. 
In this setting, the role of framing can be an important sensegiving tool for investor 
relations within a complex industry. This can be connected to the literature presented by 
Carlsson-Wall et al.  (2016) and Havemo (2018), where a combination of verbal 
metaphors and visual elements could facilitate conveying a company message and 
thereby be a powerful tool in the attempt to reshape the industry perception. Furthermore, 
as discussed in the previous section (2.2.2), the collective body on framing underscores 
its strategic character with the possibility to influence perceptions and facilitate the 
understanding of external challenges. 

As the concept of narratives can be translated into a storyline that involves a transition 
from the past to the present and further moves towards a desired future state, we believe 
this second concept is relevant for this study as we want to explore a potential transition 
of the industry perception. However, we modify the narrative and focus on a company 
narrative connected to an investment, thereby focusing on how a company communicates 
who they are and what they do to be perceived as a legitimate investment case. This is 
also connected to how the narrative is communicated, as investor relations must balance 
the opportunities with communicating the company narrative, which facilitates the 
communication of the narrative as more people are inclined to listen, while at the same 
time being aware of the risks that the increase in success is connected to a societal crisis.   

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?H8IOmR
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The third concept, financial numbers, is another modification to the framework by 
Logemann et al. (2019) that we want to incorporate as a sensegiving tool. The reasoning 
behind this modification is that Porter (1996) discusses the critical role of numbers, 
emphasizing the credibility of numbers, and connects this to the objectivity associated 
with quantification. Considering the role of numbers in making sense of specific 
situations within the accounting domain is not something new, as scholars argue that 
accounting information can act as a guidance for understanding and making sense of 
different situations (Ahrens, 1996; Boland, 1984; Goretzki & Messner, 2016). Therefore, 
we believe that introducing numbers into investor relations’ sensegiving tools is relevant, 
reinforcing the message investor relations wants to convey to both the existing investor 
community and potential new investors. We, therefore, believe that expanding the 
framework to encompass numbers as a tool for sensegiving will provide a more holistic 
understanding of how investor relations adapt its financial when a negative external event 
creates an opportunity for a reframed industry perception.  

To conclude, the sensemaking perspective will constitute the analytical lens to explore 
the collected empirics, where the focus will be on framing, narratives, and financial 
numbers as powerful sensegiving tools, thereby assisting us in answering our research 
question.  

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?bexgNa
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3. Methodology 

In this chapter, we elaborate on our research methodology by presenting the research 
approach and design in 3.1. This is followed by a description of the data collection process 
in section 3.2. The data analysis techniques is presented in section 3.3 to provide a 
comprehensive view of how we intended to explore our research. Lastly, the research 
quality is assessed in 3.4, reflecting the study’s trustworthiness, authenticity, and 
plausibility. 

 

3.1. Research Approach and Design 

To explore how financial communication by investor relations is adapted when a negative 
external event creates an opportunity to reframe the industry perception, we conducted a 
qualitative study. A qualitative research approach was chosen due to its ability to provide 
in-depth insights, enabling an examination of the intricacies and nuances of this topic 
(Bell et al., 2019). A qualitative approach was also deemed appropriate since we wanted 
to understand a social phenomenon as part of the context, as we sought a holistic 
understanding of how different elements worked together in the investor relations 
function.  

Moreover, the study was conducted in the interpretive paradigm of social science. An 
interpretive approach is “the systematic analysis of socially meaningful action through 
the direct detailed observation of people in natural settings to arrive at understandings and 
interpretations of how people create and maintain their social worlds” (Neuman, 2000, p. 
71). Since we explore a complex social phenomenon, the subjective experience of 
individuals within investor relations, and the complex dynamics surrounding financial 
communication, it was considered an appropriate choice that aligns with our research 
objectives. This allowed us to investigate the understandings and interpretations of how 
individuals within investor relations makes sense of, and respond to, the evolving social 
world, creating a possibility for an industry perception shift. The precise procedures of 
interpretive research are complicated to specify; however, emphasis is put on observation, 
awareness of linguistic cues, and careful attention to detail (Chua, 1986), which is 
connected to our goal to analyze communication strategies employed in this complex 
situation. Therefore, the qualitative and interpretive research approach was considered 
suitable to explore the communication strategies by investor relations when experiencing 
opportunities to reframe the industry perception. 

We conducted a single case study, where DefenseCo was chosen as the case company 
due to its relevance and significance in the defense industry. A single case study uniquely 
develops the current theory from insights into the empirical context (Bell et al., 2019; 
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Dubois & Gadde, 2002), aligning with our research objectives. Single case studies also 
enable the description of a phenomenon in a particular context in a prolific way (Dyer & 
Wilkins, 1991). 

To provide background, DefenseCo is a publicly traded company and is obliged to 
provide information to the investor community in interim reports, annual reports, and 
press releases. The investor relations function at DefenseCo hosts presentations, 
conference calls, engages in private communication, and attends roadshows and 
conferences. DefenseCo has a broad product portfolio encompassing various defense 
sector domains, including fighter systems, weapons systems, sensors, and underwater 
systems. The company is committed to technological innovation, research, engineering 
excellence, and responsible operations underpinned by DefenseCo’s mission of enabling 
safe societies. Furthermore, the company strives to be sustainable in all parts of the 
business, supporting the UN Global Compact and its ten principles.  

Since the invasion of Ukraine, the 24th of February 2022, DefenseCo has experienced 
heightened demand for its products and increased attention in the company. In the light 
of increased defense spending by many European countries, DefenseCo is seeing 
increased interest in its product portfolio from both new and existing customers. Since 
DefenseCo is currently benefiting from increased defense spending following the war in 
Ukraine, while facing challenges in communicating this success, it was considered a 
suitable case company for our study.  

 

3.2. Data Collection 

This study utilized semi-structured interviews as the chosen method for data collection. 
Interviews enabled direct interactions with key stakeholders in the investor relations 
process within DefenseCo, which created the opportunity for getting first-hand insights 
and perspectives (Bell et al., 2019). The semi-structured nature of the interviews created 
flexibility, allowing the interviewees to elaborate on their experiences and perceptions, 
which can provide more prosperous and complete insights compared to structured 
interviews (Brinkmann, 2014). 

A total of 15 interviews were conducted between October and November 2023. The 
interviews were performed in Swedish and subsequently translated into English. We 
decided to interview in Swedish as it was the native language of all our interviewees, 
possibly resulting in more comprehensive and fruitful answers. Even though our study 
focuses on investor relations, interviews were conducted with personnel in other 
functions, such as sustainability, group reporting, media relations, press, communication, 
finance, and strategy to understand the interactions with investor relations and the 
underpinnings for internal and external communication. The reasoning behind the number 
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of interviews was based on our view that this was sufficient for answering the research 
question and that further interviews would not bring significantly new insights. This is 
connected to Guest et al. (2006), who argue that qualitative studies do not rely on the 
number of interviews but rather on reaching a saturation point. The table below shows 
the interviews conducted with DefenseCo. 

 

Table 1. Overview of Interviews 

Interview Employee code Function Length Date 

1 E1 Investor Relations 60 minutes 04/10/2023 

2 E2 Investor Relations 56 minutes 04/10/2023 

3 E3 Media Relations 55 minutes 18/10/2023 

4 E4 Brand 49 minutes 19/10/2023 

5 E5 Sustainability 38 minutes 19/10/2023 

6 E6 Treasury 43 minutes 20/10/2023 

7 E7 Strategy 48 minutes 23/10/2023 

8 E8 Communication 41 minutes 24/10/2023 

9 E9 Sustainability 47 minutes 25/10/2023 

10 E10 Press 53 minutes 30/10/2023 

11 E11 Group Reporting 35 minutes 01/11/2023 

12 E1 Investor Relations 78 minutes 06/11/2023 

13 E2 Investor Relations 87 minutes 06/11/2023 

14 E12 Finance 37 minutes 07/11/2023 

15 E13 Group Reporting 34 minutes 09/11/2023 

 

Some interviews were conducted physically at DefenseCo’s office, while some were 
conducted online, averaging 51 minutes. Both of us who were conducting this study 
participated in all interviews to ensure reliable and accurate interpretations of the 
interviewees’ answers. An interview guide was employed to facilitate and structure the 
interviews (Appendix 1). The interviews began with an explanation of the purpose of the 
study. After that, we ensured consent to record the interviews and handle the data 
following GDPR. The interview guide was iteratively changed and improved to create 
the best possible structure for every interview, while the semi-structured nature allowed 
for flexibility and adjustment to keep the format exploratory. For example, at the 
beginning of the interview process, we dedicated the first few minutes to asking about the 
interviewees’ day-to-day activities. However, we then realized that it was irrelevant to 
our study even though it was interesting. Therefore, we decided to focus on questions on 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?OmSMqF
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the collaboration with investor relations instead of solely asking about the functions’ 
responsibilities alone. Furthermore, the interviews allowed us to collect the data 
necessary to analyze the observation of people in their natural settings and how they 
create and maintain their social worlds based on their beliefs and perceptions consistent 
with the interpretive research approach (Chua, 1986; Neuman, 2000).  

Altogether, the data collection process aimed to gather insights to answer our research 
question of how investor relations’ financial communication is adapted after a negative 
external event that creates opportunities to reframe the industry perception. More 
specifically, the interviews aimed to discover themes in the communication and tensions 
within DefenseCo when leveraging the opportunities while still maintaining awareness 
of the external event’s negative impact on society.  

 

3.3. Data Analysis 

The data collected from the interviews was analyzed using an abductive approach, which 
is an approach that lies between inductive and deductive processes. An abductive process 
differs from the deductive process, which dominates analytical research in accounting, 
because it starts with empirical findings rather than from theory (Lukka & Modell, 2010). 
Abduction is similar to an inductive approach by having a starting point in the empirical 
material. However, the abductive approach relies on the thoughtful development of 
theoretical explanations by considering both the theory and empirical findings. At the 
same time, induction typically results in semi-automatic generations of theoretical 
generalizations (Lukka & Modell, 2010).  

The abductive approach, therefore, allowed us to interactively develop the conceptual 
framework in connection to the empirical observations. Hence, the research question, 
conceptual framework, and interview questions were improved interactively based on the 
empirical findings to analyze and better understand these observations. Our initial 
theoretical framework focused on framing theory and was later adjusted to encompass 
sensemaking and sensegiving. We also added the role of financial numbers, as the 
interviews provided us with insights into the monetary focus of investors. By combining 
established theoretical models and new concepts, the successive modification of the 
original framework benefits the abductive approach, as it can generate fruitful cross-
fertilizations (Dubois & Gadde, 2002).  

The first step of the data analysis process was to familiarize ourselves with the data 
through transcription. After the transcription, the next step consisted of generating initial 
codes by looking at exciting features in the data. From the start, we found patterns in the 
historical industry perception and how to utilize the ongoing opportunity to enable a shift 
in industry perception. For example, the interviewees from the investor relations 
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department highlighted the importance of increased communication. In contrast, other 
departments underscored the importance of cautious communication to ensure long-term 
credibility and not become a war profiteer. Following the initial codes, these were sorted 
into distinct themes, consolidating all relevant data associated with each theme. The 
different pieces were reviewed, defined, and named, generating clear definitions. For 
example, who advocates increased communicative strategies, and who finds a more 
cautious approach applicable? The last step was to create the report, which consisted of a 
final analysis, selecting exciting examples, and relating to the research question and 
literature. The general goal of the data analysis was to find patterns in the empirical data 
that could be combined, in order to generate concepts, that subsequently could have 
general applicability to the domain of investor relations and financial communication. 

 

3.4. Research Quality 

For evaluating qualitative research, Bell et al. (2019) present trustworthiness and 
authenticity as two important criteria. Normally, reliability and validity are used for 
assessing the quality of research, but Bell et al. (2019) explain that measurement is not a 
significant captivation in qualitative research. Regarding trustworthiness, Lincoln and 
Guba (1985, as referenced in Bell et al., 2019) argue that it consists of four criteria: 
credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability. In addition to authenticity, 
Lukka and Modell (2010) highlight plausibility as another central aspect of validation in 
interpretive research.   

We have aspired to follow a rigorous research process to ensure trustworthiness 
throughout the research. The empirical findings are explained in detail, supported by 
direct quotes to increase credibility, ensuring true and accurate findings. Even though 
transferability is challenging to apply in qualitative research (Bell et al., 2019), we have 
considered describing the research context and our assumptions in the generalizations to 
enhance the transferability. Complete records have been kept on all phases of the research 
process to ensure dependability. However, we acknowledge that replicating this study 
would be challenging, especially since the defense industry is undergoing this challenge 
right now, and the results might differ if the study is conducted post-war. During the 
interviews, we tried to avoid asking leading questions and letting our subjective values 
affect the research to provide confirmability. However, the impact of personal bias and 
our own theoretical inclination can not be dismissed entirely. Furthermore, we have 
thoughtfully presented a true and accurate representation of the interviewees’ experiences 
to make the findings authentic. We also tried logically aligning our research findings with 
the collected data, resulting in plausible conclusions. 

Even though we have followed a rigorous research process, we encountered challenges 
that may have impacted the quality of our empirical findings and conclusions. One of the 
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primary challenges was the scarcity of investor relations personnel, limited to two 
individuals available for interviews. We, therefore, decided to conduct two interviews 
each with these investor relations professionals to ensure a complete understanding of the 
role and its financial communication strategies amid the crisis. Furthermore, we dedicated 
substantial time to other organizational functions to comprehend the dynamics.  

Another challenge was the sensitivity surrounding the topic of profiting from war. When 
asking questions about their success during wartime, we noticed visible reactions from 
some interviewees, which influenced the depth of insights we could gather. Additionally, 
as our research evolved through an abductive approach, some initial interviews might 
have been more fruitful if conducted later as the research followed an iterative process. 
However, these early and subsequent interactions collectively shaped our understanding 
of this domain.  

Furthermore, it might have been beneficial to diversify our interviews beyond 
representatives solely from DefenseCo. By including perspectives from a broader 
spectrum of companies, especially those undergoing similar challenges, we could have 
enriched our insights and improved the generalizability of our conclusions. Moreover, we 
acknowledge the situational complexities of an ongoing crisis, making determining 
precise circumstances hard. It is challenging today to understand which strategies are 
successful or not in this situation. Hence, exploring a retrospective investigation of past 
events, rather than focusing solely on a current situation, might offer insights worth 
exploring.  

Consequently, these challenges underscore the imperfections within our research process, 
and we acknowledge that they could have influenced the overall quality of this thesis. 
Despite these limitations, we have remained attentive to mitigating biases and limitations 
to ensure good research quality.  
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4. Empirical Analysis 

In this chapter, the empirical analysis is presented, beginning with DefenseCo’s internal 
sensemaking process in 4.1. Subsequently, we apply the three different sensegiving tools: 
framing, narratives, and financial numbers in 4.2. Finally, in section 4.3, we introduce a 
new perspective: influencing through indirect communication. 

 

4.1. Sensemaking within DefenseCo Involving Multiple Functions 

Overall, the employees at DefenseCo explain that the company has historically struggled 
with stakeholders’ perceptions of the industry and the challenge of conveying 
DefenseCo’s core identity and activities to society. Altogether, this has contributed to low 
interest and recognition of the company. Despite its roots and primary focus on defense 
equipment, DefenseCo is often misperceived by society as a car manufacturer rather than 
a defense industry player. The company stopped producing cars several years ago, but the 
association with these products remained heavily ingrained in the public mind and among 
some investors. To those familiar with DefenseCo’s involvement in the defense industry, 
the company struggles with investors’ view of the industry as non-sustainable.  

“We have been lumped together with the gaming industry, tobacco, pornography, and less 
conventional types of defense or weapons manufacturers. And we do not feel like we belong there.” 
(Interview 6, E6, Treasury) 

With this categorization, defense-related entities are excluded from investors’ portfolios 
due to ethical considerations, leading to a low interest in the company. Being in the same 
category as tobacco and other unconventional industries creates a notion that DefenseCo 
contributes to a non-sustainable society. Some employees even experience the debate in 
some countries centered around the industry’s survival.  

“The dialogue before was the taxonomy of how we could even survive as an industry without actually 
having the state as the full owner.” (Interview 7, E7, Strategy) 

The non-sustainable notion is not in line with the company’s own view, where one 
employee explains that “our main purpose, which is to help countries keep their 
communities and people safe and secure, is kind of at the heart of everything we do” 
(Interview 3, E3, Media Relations). However, the company struggled to get the 
investment community to adhere to this message, as DefenseCo approached its 
communications cautiously, aware that particular messages about their business or 
sustainability efforts might provoke criticism or adverse reactions.  
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“I think much of the reason why we were very closed before and did not communicate much externally 
had to do with the fact that we were simply afraid to receive backlash, that is, negative things being 
written about us and criticism for our business.” (Interview 9, E9, Sustainability)  

However, the employees highlight the pivotal moment that emerged on February 24, 
2022, with Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine, which rapidly transformed the 
landscape for defense industries worldwide. This external event triggered a shift in 
perception, suddenly pushing DefenseCo and the entire defense industry into the 
spotlight. Suddenly, there was heightened interest from investors, media, analysts, and 
the public. This marked a turning point for DefenseCo, as this challenged the dynamics 
of how the company was perceived and reinforced the significance of the defense 
industry.  

“The war has contributed to a completely different understanding of why we must exist. Why defense 
equipment is needed, why defense is necessary. If you are attacked, you have the right to actually 

defend yourself. And if you are to defend yourself, there must be defense products that enable you to 
defend yourself. Then, there must be a defense industry. And there is [DefenseCo].” (Interview 10, 
E10, Press) 

“For the investment community, from excluding defense material from their portfolios for ethical 
reasons, now many quickly reconsidered that [in connection to the invasion] and investing in defense 

and in [DefenseCo] suddenly became very interesting.” (Interview 14, E12, Finance) 

The sudden surge in interest in DefenseCo following the invasion of Ukraine is reflected 
in employees’ work. The number of new inquiries, both from existing stakeholders and a 
wave of new potential investors seeking information, necessitates an immediate 
adaptation of priorities within investor relations and DefenseCo as a whole. 

“It was like overnight. I remember it well, and I got many emails in the mailbox on the 25th.” 
(Interview 12, E1, Investor Relations)  

“In the first 2-3 weeks, we had meetings almost every day […], and since [the invasion], I would say 
that our interactions have almost doubled.” (Interview 13, E2, Investor Relations) 

While new doors open with opportunities, DefenseCo simultaneously encounters a new 
set of challenges. There is a shared sentiment within DefenseCo about the challenge of 
leveraging this opportunity to reframe the industry perception, expressed as follows: “The 
big question now is, how do we sustain this momentum?” (Interview 10, E10, Press), but 
a new dilemma emerges: should DefenseCo seize the current opportunity to increase the 
communication strategy to facilitate the understanding of the company and its purpose? 
Or should they consider a more cautious approach to avoid being portrayed as profiteers 
of the war?  

“At first, we almost had to stop for a  bit and think: what should we do now? What kind of tonality 
should we have? What kind of message should we have? It is a  very horrible situation that no one is 
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happy about, so it was important for us to convey that it is a  serious, horrible, and tragic situation and 

thus find a tonality that we could stand for.” (Interview 3, E3, Media Relations) 

This underscores the importance of being aware of the difficulties of navigating and 
making sense of this unexpected situation to determine the appropriate course of action. 
However, our interviews reveal conflicting opinions internally at DefenseCo on 
approaching this dilemma. As exemplified below, the first quote interprets the situation 
as a trigger for increased communication efforts to utilize the current momentum. At the 
same time, another employee focuses on the ethical challenges with increased 
communication during this complex situation connected to an ongoing war.   

“We need to actually scale up communication in all aspects, across all parts of the organization, to 
ensure we capitalize on the momentum that exists right now.” (Interview 14, E12, Finance) 

“We should not [increase our communication] and be out there right now saying that we are going to 
make extra money from a terrible war. We should focus on delivering what our customers need and 
not squeezing out extra profits. Right now, our contribution to society is the most important thing we 
do.” (Interview 9, E9, Sustainability) 

These conflicting opinions underscore the internal tensions within DefenseCo on how to 
balance the opportunities and challenges. Additionally, some employees even interpret 
this opportunity as an obligation for DefenseCo to educate on who they are and what they 
do. This recognition emphasizes the necessity for education, elucidating the fundamental 
reasons for DefenseCo’s existence and purpose. 

“It is not only an opportunity but also an obligation for us to communicate where a portion of partially 
tax-funded money goes openly. It is also an opportunity, of course, for Swedes to take great pride in  
being one of the very few countries in the world that can actually deliver a defense product.” 
(Interviewee H, Communication) 

This educational view is also connected to the fact that “because many excluded the 
defense industry before, many investors are not used to analyzing a company within this 
industry, [meaning that] an educational phase needs to take place” (Interview 8, E8, 
Communication). Therefore, on the one hand, DefenseCo aims to leverage this 
opportunity to scale up communication, utilizing the positive momentum created by the 
ongoing war. On the other hand, they must acknowledge that the event propelling its 
visibility is inherently harmful to society. In addition, there are also concerns within 
DefenseCo that they are subject to attacks on their facilities, which poses another tension 
in their communication as they do not want to be provocative. 

“People wore protective vests at work because we thought we were subjected to attacks  […] but we 
have to continue working, and that changes the mentality in how we communicate. And then it 
becomes even more important that we have to weigh every word on a golden scale; we must not be 

provocative; we must continue to be neutral.” (Interview 4, E4, Brand) 
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From these quotes, it becomes clear that there are divergent views within DefenseCo. 
Investor relations and finance are more inclined to increase financial communication and 
leverage on the opportunities to ensure value-creation, while, for example, brand and 
media are concerned about ensuring long-term credibility. This does not mean these 
divisions do not want to leverage opportunities or do not care about challenges. However, 
tensions in the company and contrasting views on which route to take exist, where 
investor relations and finance seem to be in charge. The other functions are part of the 
process but take a more comprehensive view, where one employee explains their role in 
the following way: 

“Our job is to keep the helicopter view and ensure all the puzzle pieces fit together so nothing pulls 
away. Especially after the invasion of Ukraine because then it was very clear that multiple views 
existed on how to utilize this.” (Interview 4, E4, Brand) 

The notion that the brand function needs to have a helicopter view can be interpreted as 
this division needs to ensure long-term credibility and consider all stakeholders. Investor 
relations are narrower in their financial communication strategies as they focus on the 
investor community, and, therefore, they are more focused on pitching DefenseCo as a 
legitimate investment case. Media relations also mentions these divergent views: 

“Challenges [between media and investor relations] arise when we need to mediate between different 
desires. For instance, there might be commercial interests and legal interests. When Investor Relations 
says that we need to communicate in this way, there may be others who disagree, saying that they do 
not want to disclose certain information. In such cases, we have to find a solution, which can 

sometimes be challenging. Because the interests of investors and society’s viewpoints do not always 
align, we have to try to find solutions that also fit the business aspect. It may require some negotiation 
internally.” (Interview 3, E3, Media Relations) 

When asked to elaborate on the differences, it is exemplified in the way that “Investors 
may want more hard facts, and the general public may be more interested in a particular 
angle, but usually, we can find the core of it” (Interview 3, E3, Media Relations). 
Therefore, investor relations might be more inclined towards financial aspects, 
prioritizing leveraging opportunities through increased financial communication.  

“Absolutely, it is crucial to be clear about the severity of the situation. But it is also key for us to 
highlight this as a major opportunity. Things are going pretty well for us at the moment, and that is 
something important to bear in mind.” (Interview 12, E1, Investor Relations) 

Consequently, investor relations might not be as aware of the potential brand damage 
accompanying a too-aggressive financial communication strategy. On the contrary, 
looking at society at large, the stock is not the primary focus, which makes understanding 
these different aspects of interest crucial. Here, heightened communication poses higher 
risks. The tonality of the communication, therefore, needs to be carefully handled to not 
appear as a war profiteer, which is a concern raised within the company.  
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“It is a  very fine line not to appear as if we are trying to capitalize on war and misery. We spent much 
time discussing this with the team. How do we achieve the right tone in these interviews? We have 
discussed the tone extensively as well. How can we discuss these products and the war in a respectful 
way?” (Interview 10, E10, Press) 

Tensions within the company, necessitating the different divisions to negotiate and decide 
how to balance the opportunity and challenge, might be the key to future success. Solely 
performing investor relations’ sensegiving tools might lead to an exaggeration strategy, 
while functions like, for example, brand or media might take a too-neutral stance and 
limit the influence process.  

In summary, this first section outlines how the invasion of Ukraine triggered a notable 
shift in the perception of the defense industry, prompting DefenseCo to make sense of its 
implications for the company. A challenge lies in interpreting the situation to utilize the 
given momentum by establishing a collaborative approach within the company. While 
the collective sensemaking within DefenseCo acknowledges the importance of balance 
in communication to avoid controversy, the course of action decided upon is increasing 
communication. Investor relations, therefore, need to establish an underlying foundation 
for conversations with investors, even though individual views within DefenseCo might 
differ. The upcoming sections will dive deeper into the education strategies designed by 
DefenseCo, describing their responsive actions resulting from the collaborative 
sensemaking process.  

 

4.2. Sensegiving Tools to Influence the External Sensemaking Process 

This section describes the strategic employment of sensegiving tools by DefenseCo in 
response to the notable increase in stakeholder interest and shift in perception post the 
invasion. The analysis is structured around three core sensegiving tools: framing, 
narratives, and financial numbers – revealing how these tools are employed to 
communicate and influence stakeholders’ understanding and perception of DefenseCo. 

4.2.1. Communicating through Framing: The Role of Metaphorical Representations 

To leverage the momentum gained from increased interest from the investor community, 
investor relations aims to increase its communication efforts and language usage to 
support the educational journey. From the interviewees, a consistent theme in the 
communication strategy highlighting the purpose of enabling safe societies, which can be 
seen as a framing language influencing the perception of the industry. The purpose is 
communicated through a catchphrase that frames DefenseCo’s benefit to society. The 
catchphrase is present in the financial reports, investor presentations, and other 
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presentation materials for investors. This catchphrase is not new in DefenseCo but has 
been a part of the company for a long time. 

“That we want to protect people and society is actually an old story at DefenseCo. It is not something 
new. However, right after the invasion, people immediately gained a completely new understanding 
of it compared to before. It became much more relevant. But we have had it as part of our story for 
quite a while.” (Interview 10, E10, Press) 

The catchphrase is one part of forming the overall mission of DefenseCo. The mission 
has always centered around contributing to safe societies, highlighting defense as a 
necessity for countries to be able to protect their people. The difference now is that more 
people are inclined to listen, which makes it an important communication tool. 

”Now everyone understands what we have been saying for so many years: that we want to] keep 
people and societies safe.” (Interview 4, E4, Brand) 

Amidst this shifting public perception catalyzed by the Ukraine war, DefenseCo sees an 
opportunity to facilitate further understanding of the company. Therefore, the company 
decided to launch a comprehensive marketing campaign centered around the theme that 
DefenseCo is a part of something bigger. Employees explain that the campaign aims to 
underscore DefenseCo’s integrated role in society, where the tonality is carefully thought 
through to avoid being perceived as a weapon manufacturer and rather protecting the 
country in a safe manner. 

“To broaden the understanding of what we do, our capabilities, and how we contribute to defending 
Sweden in the event of any occurrence. So, that is kind of the ideal image from my perspective. It is 

that [DefenseCo] is a  part of something bigger, a  part of Sweden, and in various ways contributes to 
protecting the country.” (Interview 8, E8, Communications) 

With this campaign, DefenseCo makes parallels between the company and commonplace 
elements like boring Mondays, laundry, and other mundane parts of daily life aimed at 
getting society to understand DefenseCo as an integrated part of society. This framing 
through everyday analogies makes it more relatable to everyday life, aiming at 
contributing to reframing the industry perception. However, the campaign does not only 
address society but also the investor community; where one employee states, “We do not 
differentiate communication principles based on whether it is Investor Relations (IR) or 
Human Resources (HR). Our goal is to gather everything together and create a unified 
approach” (Interview 4, E4, Brand), which makes the collaborative sensemaking process 
important to find a balance between potential conflicting views or different angles of 
interest.  

“I believe that the campaign is intended to address both politicians, investors, and the general public, 
naturally driving an understanding of what we do. It certainly creates an appeal both to invest in 

[DefenseCo] and also to start working for [DefenseCo].”  (Interview 7, E7, Strategy) 
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Furthermore, several interviewees discuss that this campaign would never have happened 
before the war. As mentioned in the previous section (4.2), DefenseCo did not 
communicate its purpose or efforts to the same extent before the war, as they feared a 
backlash. As the acceptance of the defense industry increased, so did DefenseCo’s 
courage. 

“So what we might be doing now is daring to be more assertive, being clearer about what we do and 
what we stand for. That is precisely what some parts of the campaign display. We probably would not 
have had such a campaign before the war because back then, we were a bit more reserved and hardly 
wanted to acknowledge working at [DefenseCo].” (Interview 12, E1, Investor Relations) 

This shows how the significant event impacts DefenseCo’s communication, as the shift 
in industry perception facilitates the understanding of the company purpose. Even though 
the campaign is not solely communicated by investor relations, it still approaches the 
investor community and is practiced by investor relations in their work. This can be seen 
as a way of increasing communication by still considering the tonality by using 
metaphorical representations to highlight the softer aspects of DefenseCo. Moreover, the 
campaign is visually represented in the public, spanning from metro and bus 
advertisements to TV commercials. The latter had never been done before, marking a 
significant change for DefenseCo.  

“The TV commercial is a  significant step for us; it is part of a  rather long-term process. It is not as if 
you make a short campaign, and then it is done, but it is something that can continue to be discussed 
and talked about.” (Interview 8, E8, Communication) 

DefenseCo’s pursuit of a new image, detached from the old industry perception, is evident 
by this campaign. By launching the TV commercial, the interviewees explain that they 
aim at portraying a transparent image of the company, facilitating the understanding of 
who they are, and how they want to be perceived. This is also a way of diverting focus 
from the previous notion of a company that is harmful to society. To further reinforce this 
message, with their long-standing notion, a new approach emerged.  

“We say our brand promise is about [enabling safe societies]. But when we show pictures, we mostly 
focus on cool products in cool places. We thought it worked, but now, as we work on our brand, we 
realize something is missing. We are trying to show more people in our pictures, like our employees 

or scenes from everyday life. We are also following the trends in communication, using soft, warm 
colors and specific photography styles to create a stronger emotional feel.”  (Interview 4, E4, Brand) 

Alongside the visual representation complementing their purpose and mission, one of the 
interviewees at DefenseCo explains the importance of creating a recognizable brand 
image. Therefore, when working with external marketing agencies, clear directions are 
provided that emphasize colors, grading, and hence correct messaging. This is also a way 
of reframing the previous image of DefenseCo as a harmful company, by focusing on 
softer aspects and warmer colors, trying to evoke feelings of safety. 
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“When working with our external agencies who further develop this campaign, they are responsible 
for the exact approach, but we have published the framework. So, we have said, ‘Here you go, use 
this.’ And then, there are clear instructions from us that they must use this color scheme for images, 
the grading of images, the message level should be set so that the format is recognizable, ensuring 

repetition, repetition, repetition of the fundamentals.”  (Interview 4, E4, Brand) 

The framing language from DefenseCo regarding the catchphrase and the campaign, 
including visual representations, can be translated to metaphorical representations serving 
as a bridge between the unfamiliar and the familiar. Overall, it aligns with DefenseCo’s 
long-term strategy of influencing society’s view on both the industry and DefenseCo. The 
framing language aims not only to reshape the public image of DefenseCo but also to 
underscore its overarching mission of contributing to the safety and well-being of society.  

4.2.2. Communicating the Narrative: Increased Communication to Facilitate the 
Understanding of DefenseCo 

From the interviews, the professionals at DefenseCo elucidate that the company narrative 
remains unchanged. However, there is a noticeable shift in how it is communicated after 
the war. This shift in communication is linked to the collaborative sensemaking process 
which further links to the educational journey, where telling the company’s narrative is 
part of influencing the industry’s perception and thereby influencing the understanding 
of DefenseCo as a legitimate investment case.     

“When we approach individual investors [...] the narrative is exactly the same as in any other company. 
Why should you invest in [DefenseCo]? It comes back to our broad product portfolio, closely linked 
to Swedish customers who have allowed us to develop strong technology, our presence in relevant 

markets, and so forth. That part, which you can read in our annual report, does not really differ much. 
But it does not mean that we have not significantly changed our communication for our narrative.” 
(Interview 14, E12, Finance) 

As part of the increased communication regarding the company’s narrative, DefenseCo 
hosted its first Capital Markets Day in five years. Investor relations views this as an 
opportunity to educate and inform all the new shareholders who have bought stock in the 
company and all potential shareholders who are interested in the company. One investor 
relations professional expresses, “Let us show them the business” (Interview 13, E1, 
Investor Relations). 

“In connection with the invasion in Ukraine, many people found [DefenseCo], and we felt that it was 
time to show what kind of company we are. The idea was to reintroduce ourselves in a way. With 
everything happening in the world, what does this mean for [DefenseCo]? It was important to provide 

an update because we only want to have a Capital Markets Day if we have something new to say or if 
it is perceived that there is value in it beyond just presenting [DefenseCo].” (Interview 12, E1, Investor 
Relations) 
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Furthermore, the purpose of hosting the Capital Markets Day is to explain how to capture 
the growing market and how it will affect DefenseCo, and discuss how investors should 
approach defense: “Understanding the driving forces behind [defense], how deals are 
made, the scale of these deals, the motivations behind conducting them – these are crucial 
aspects in comprehending the industry” (Interview 2, E2, Investor Relations). 
Furthermore, one investor relations professional highlights that with increased interest, 
sustainability communication needs to ramp up, which is contrary to the opinion of one 
employee from the sustainability department who thinks that the communication should 
not increase. 

“Another crucial aspect of our narrative is the sustainability factor. There is a  question that arises: Are 
defense companies sustainable? And there are two reasons to be skeptical about it. One is that we deal 
with heavy products that usually emit smoke. The other reason is that it is an industry that has not 

faced much pressure to undergo a rapid green transition for many years because there has not been 
much interest in investing in the industry.” (Interview 14, E12, Finance) 

Education on sustainability efforts is a notable theme apparent from the interviews. In 
DefenseCo, sustainability has long been prioritized, but many investors have completely 
ignored the defense industry due to the prevailing notion that investing in defense is not 
legitimate. Previously, they had been more cautious with talking about sustainability 
because of concerns about receiving criticism. Consequently, this perspective limited 
DefenseCo’s opportunities to discuss its sustainability efforts openly. 

“In the past, we have been the black sheep that no one wanted to invest in, analyze, or pretend to care 
about. They have thought that we are not sustainable and that they, therefore, cannot invest in us and 
therefore have not been interested in what we do. But when the war broke out, things changed very 
quickly, and people realized that: okay, maybe we need a defense industry [...] that can actually 

contribute to protecting our way of life. Given this, the interest in [DefenseCo] became much greater 
and then we also had a completely different opportunity to talk about what we do, but also to actually 
elevate our sustainability work and become more transparent about this” (Interview 8, E8, 

Communications)  

The investor community now started asking questions about anti-corruption, carbon 
emissions, and gender equality, where one employee states that “We have been doing that 
for 5-10 years here at [DefenseCo] in various parts. But they have never asked about it 
because they have not been interested in us” (Interview 14, E12, Finance). Therefore, the 
interviewees explain that the communication on sustainability efforts needs to be pushed 
even further. As mentioned, the sustainability department wanted to take a more passive 
stance on communication after the war, whereas the finance employee here says it should 
be pushed further.  

“So then we have had to sort of push that communication even further, both because it was perhaps a 
bit underwhelming because no one asked for it. Also, to make it a  little bit over the top, to exaggerate 
it a  little bit just to make sure [they understand].” (Interview 14, E12, Finance)  
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In their own view, DefenseCo is not at all in contrast to a sustainable society but views 
defense as a prerequisite for sustainability, elucidating the view of safe societies being 
essential for focusing on other areas of sustainable development. Here, DefenseCo’s 
purpose of enabling safe societies underpins all its sustainability work, which is often 
communicated by investor relations. However, they are aware that this is not enough to 
be viewed as a legitimate investment case from the investor community. How they 
conduct their operations and work on areas such as anti-corruption are also important to 
communicate, which is mostly emphasized by the sustainability function. 

“Our purpose is [to enable safe societies] and to connect that to the fact that it is a  prerequisite for 
sustainable development in the communication we do. But we must also put more effort into the other 
areas as well and show that we are also a sustainable company ourselves through anti-corruption work, 
carbon dioxide emissions, and gender equality. We naturally have to compare ourselves to other 

Swedish listed companies and have to do the sustainability job just like all other companies do.” 
(Interview 9, E9, Sustainability) 

To inform the investor community on these topics, information on sustainability is a 
major part of the Capital Markets Day, which is connected to investor relations primary 
activities. Additionally, it is included in all DefenseCo’s presentations, annual reports, 
and interim reports. Overall, increasing sustainability communication is, according to 
investor relations, an important way for investors to view DefenseCo as a legitimate 
investment case. When the investment community is more open to listening, investor 
relations can be more transparent in communicating regarding specific sustainability 
efforts. While most interviewees view sustainability communication as important to 
influence the overall perception of DefenseCo, the investor relations professionals come 
with a conflicting view on the importance of sustainability. 

“The thing is, investor relations, that is not a  sustainability issue, that is the thing. The reason why we 
include [the sustainability aspect] is because we have realized its significance. We incorporate it into 
our presentations, but we cannot measure it.” (Interview 2, E2, Investor Relations) 

“In investor relations, there is much more focus on numbers and financial information. I believe it is 
important to have a sustainability perspective, and it is a  prerequisite for an investor. Having a robust 

anti-corruption framework and actively working to reduce carbon emissions are essential. However, 
these might not be topics discussed in detail during an investor meeting. Generally, some investors 
are more interested in these aspects, but the level of focus might not be as high in terms of granularity, 

so to speak.” (Interview 12, E1, Investor Relations) 

Both above quotes reveal that investor relations’ primary focus of including the 
sustainability aspects is not sustainability itself but the monetary aspects following. This 
can be connected to frames focusing attention on particular elements, where investor 
relations chooses to assert focus on sustainability while diverting focus from non-
sustainable aspects. Continuing, the same investor relations professional explains that 
monetary aspects drive investors and stresses that most new investors’ interest in 
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investing in defense now is connected to the value in the industry – not because of the 
sustainability efforts. The increased interest from investors could, therefore, be 
interpreted as being a hygiene factor and connected to the risk factors connected to an 
investment in a non-sustainable company. 

“Sustainability contributes to the development of value in a company [...] There is a  system behind it, 
as well as how to promote what we do, but I would like to say that so far, there is probably quite a lot 

in the presentation materials about how we handle various risks.” (Interview 5, E5, Sustainability) 

Increasing the communication on sustainability efforts can, in that sense, be connected to 
transparency, where one employee states that “transparency has increased [after the 
invasion], and I think we have a focus on opening up and showing everything” (Interview 
1, E1, Investor Relations), while another employee believe that the level of transparency 
has remained the same. 

”As I see it, we have always been very transparent which is something we strive for. […] I feel that 
we have not talked about whether we need to increase transparency, I think that we always have. It is 
nothing that we push more.” (Interview 4, E4, Brand) 

DefenseCo strives to be transparent to gain the investor community’s trust. What should 
and could be said to investors is debated within the company, as earlier discussed in 4.1. 
Some employees within DefenseCo experience that the investor relations function 
sometimes focuses too much on pitching the company to investors. The employees are 
aware that investor relations tries to form a good investment story and present the 
company in the best possible way, but sometimes feel like they need to say stop and 
instead find an appropriate level of financial communication. This is exemplified below, 
where the sustainability manager reveals that, in some instances, other departments need 
to interfere to find the right balance in the communication while also ensuring that 
everything is accurate. 

”Is it possible to back it up with facts and data so that the auditors like it? [...] It is a  balancing act 
there, about what we can say outwardly and what we can back up. Investor Relations can push a little 

bit, can we say this, and then we say no, but we can rephrase it this way so we can say it externally. 
So it is give and take, I would say that you have to work together to find an appropriate level of 
external communication.” (Interview 9, E9, Sustainability) 

In conclusion, DefenseCo’s employees find that the war facilitates the understanding of 
the overall narrative, as more people are interested in listening to their purpose. This 
opens up opportunities for DefenseCo to educate investors about their role in society and 
their sustainability efforts. However, this does not mean only one view of how to 
communicate this narrative exists, as there are contrasting narratives within DefenseCo, 
and employees in the sustainability department highlight the importance of backing up 
the sustainability work with numbers. In order to talk more generally about their 
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sustainability work, they must make sure that the foundation is correct and that there is a 
balance between the hard numbers and the soft descriptions.  

“It is a  balance all the time. You have to try to substantiate the soft aspects as well. Commitments to 
human rights and sustainability targets must be supported by the fact that we do not contribute to 
corruption, that we do not contribute to human rights violations, that we follow all our laws and 
regulations that may be applicable” (Interview 5, E5, Sustainability). 

4.2.3. Communicating with Financial Numbers: The Importance of Monetary Aspects 

Except for the statements about the need for increased communication, the interviewee 
from the finance function acknowledges the fact that investments are triggered by growth, 
which indicates that investors are driven by the monetary opportunity of investing in 
DefenseCo’s stock. Therefore, another aspect of the educational journey is showing the 
financial numbers, which can be connected to credibility. Showing the growth and how 
the financials have improved can be a way of appealing to new potential investors.  

“All investments are triggered by growth. It is not something we need to educate or emphasize in our 
communication; it is given. This is because the industry will receive more funds, which is the case 
now. So, it is not about educating on the legitimacy of defense; instead, it is because the war led 
countries to declare hefty spending on the defense industry. Consequently, investors immediately saw 

the influx of funds and thought; there is going to be a lot of money coming in here, and I want to be 
part of this journey.” (Interview 14, E12, Finance) 

With this growth in mind, the overall investment story has somewhat evolved. Even 
though the narrative of DefenseCo’s overall purpose has not changed, defense spending 
is rising in Europe, resulting in long-term tailwinds for DefenseCo. Therefore, the 
investment story now focuses more on growth.  

“Now, the focus is on our growth journey, and we must seize the opportunity while more people are 
listening. We have to maintain our momentum and truly make the most of this to tell our story. Now 
that we have attention and people are listening to what we say, it is crucial to maximize this 

opportunity.” (Interview 12, E1, Investor Relations) 

During the Capital Markets Day, the company presented its strategy for capturing future 
growth, which was the overall theme of the presentation. The strategy is connected to the 
mission of enabling safe societies, reiterating the company’s overall purpose. To 
emphasize the growth story, the company updated its financial targets from focusing on 
long-term financial targets to medium-term financial targets. The profit target changed 
from margin to growth.  

“The new goals are more aligned with internal operational management and emphasize the diverse 
nature of each business area. Not every sector should aim for a 10% EBIT margin; some have the 

potential for higher margins. Those with high margins and profitability can concentrate on growth, 
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effectively increasing the EBIT proportion within the group, thus raising the average. Conversely, 

areas with insufficient EBIT margins need to focus on boosting their growth. Overall, these new goals 
were a way to facilitate both the market and our internal operations.” (Interview 12, E1, Investor 
Relations) 

By changing the financial targets, the numbers can be interpreted as a sensegiving tool 
for influencing the sensemaking of the investor community. The updated targets are a 
way to inform investors about the improved growth opportunities and the strategy for 
capturing the growth. However, changing the financial targets had actually been planned 
before, but the war acted as a trigger, creating an opportunity for change. 

“So now I got a  trigger that was like, now our entire plan is at stake. This is something I wanted to do 
a year before. However, when I got a  trigger, I felt that now we not only get a  trigger with investors 
but also we will have many more who want to start looking at us. Do I want to wait a  year for them to 
first read the old and then switch? Or do I take the opportunity to change as much as possible that I 

already have in progress with the excuse that everything will change, so there is a  great reason why 
we must change.” (Interview 14, E12, Finance) 

Furthermore, the employees highlight the role of numbers in complementing non-
financial information, which is something they argue that they have been doing largely 
after the invasion: “I believe we are working more on linking the strategy more explicitly 
to numbers, essentially demonstrating how we execute the strategy using figures. We need 
to connect more with key performance indicators and figures” (Interview 12, E1, Investor 
Relations). Therefore, besides showing financial numbers, numbers reinforcing the 
communication about other parts can boost credibility. This is, for example, said when it 
comes to sustainability.  

“When we talk about our sustainability work, there are really two tracks, and one track is that 
[DefenseCo] is somewhere a prerequisite for all sustainability work because you do not get sustainable 

development if you do not have safe societies. But then we have to compete with all other companies 
when it comes to the actual sustainability work. If our ambition is to be a leader in the defense sector 
in terms of sustainability [...] we have to work both ways and back up our claims with hard facts.” 

(Interview 9, E9, Sustainability) 

By backing up communication with hard facts on carbon emission, framing the language 
to encompass their purpose, and showing that sustainability is part of DefenseCo, the 
narrative becomes more trustworthy. However, from the interviews, it is elucidated that 
the monetary aspect, like stock performance, is the primary driver for investors. Hence, 
it is the most important aspect in terms of investor relations, which implies that the focus 
is on opportunities within the market rather than risks – at least when it comes to already 
existing investors.  

“And many investors who engage with us might have already bought into or support our approach. 
They believe it works and may be more interested in how others perceive it. I would say there is more 
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financial focus and emphasis on market opportunities and so forth.” (Interview 12, E1, Investor 

Relations) 

Nonetheless, educating society, investors, and potential new investors on DefenseCo and 
showcasing the company as a legitimate investment case is a multifaceted challenge. 
According to the interviewed employees, an ongoing educational journey encompasses 
increased communication strategies in various ways, where investor relations must 
balance opportunities and challenges. Therefore, while traditional activities within 
investor relations have increased, including more meetings, calls, and conferences, the 
tonality of the communication has carefully been discussed through the collaborative 
sensemaking process within DefenseCo to ensure that the increased communication does 
not become too aggressive. However, when the world is watching, handling opportunities 
and new challenges requires more than traditional activities. 

“So it is not just about crafting a story in the quarterly report about us doing good business and 
expecting positive cash flow. We must also write that compellingly, but in that aspect, we are similar 
to many other companies. So, this entire journey is much more complex and much more 
challenging.”  (Interview 14, E12, Finance) 

 

4.3. A New Perspective: Influencing through Indirect Communication 

Despite the internal tensions at DefenseCo regarding the level of increased 
communication, all interviewees seem to agree that the company is on an educational 
journey. One aspect arising from one interview is how to educate those potential investors 
not interested in listening to what DefenseCo has to say – despite the overall increasing 
interest in the company and the defense industry.  

“One must remember that in Investor Relations, and in meeting shareholder groups, there are different 
levels of communication depending on who the stakeholder is. Stakeholders are investors, period.” 
(Interview 14, E12, Finance) 

In this case, these hesitant potential investors need to be approached alternatively, and 
another communication strategy is applied. Instead of trying to influence the sensemaking 
process through framing, narratives, or financial numbers, the implication from the 
employees is that hesitant investors need to be educated through indirect communication. 
Hence, the sensegiving tool to reframe the view of DefenseCo as a legitimate investment 
is through the education of others, who in turn influences the hesitant investor. More 
specifically, this indirect communication involves an intermediator, who DefenseCo 
educates directly through the abovementioned sensegiving tools, who in turn influences 
the target hesitant investor.  
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“One cannot just believe that this quarterly report being distributed is essential, but the communication 
alongside all reports is equally if not more important for influencing.” (Interview 12, E1, Investor 
Relations) 

“We influence by approaching our major shareholders and ensuring they receive excellent 
communication alongside our report about us and our thought process. This way, we can provide a lot 
of information and education about how we believe one should think and why one should consider 

investing in defense [...] Because if we tell [major shareholder 1], if we tell [major shareholder 2], if 
we tell [major shareholder 3], then we know that they meet these potential investors whom we want 
to reach and can influence them more than we can.” (Interview 14, E12, Finance) 

These quotes underscore the importance of communication alongside the reports with the 
third party, which are significant parts of investor relations’ everyday work. DefenseCo 
chooses to educate certain significant stakeholders to reach the hesitant investors. For 
example, one interviewee mentions, "The Pension Authority cannot invest. They are 
hesitant. But once they change their stance to be able to invest in us, things will progress 
quickly” (Interview 2, E2, Investor Relations). Since this potential investor would be 
significant for DefenseCo, and the ongoing discourse on whether investing in defense is 
legitimate, the communication efforts become proactive to influence hesitant investors.   

“We aim to influence through politicians and other major shareholders because they benefit from 
increased interest. If you are a major shareholder, you are very interested in having another major 
shareholder who would like to enter because there is nothing better than competition for your owned 
stock. It is the best scenario you can get. So, it is in their self-interest to ensure that more people want 

to invest in this stock they already own until they decide to sell it.” (Interview 14, E12, Finance) 

Individual meetings are the most critical channel when talking about influencing 
significant shareholders to influence those not interested in listening. Even though it is 
essential to craft a good investment story, the employees highlight the complexity of this 
information. Therefore, “It is very important to have individual investor meetings where 
we have the opportunity to build trust” (Interview 12, E1, Investor Relations). 

Furthermore, the interviewees describe that it is easier to drive this indirect 
communication after the invasion of Ukraine because it has become more publicly 
accepted to invest in the defense industry. Hence, the education of the intermediator 
becomes easier, and the communication between the intermediator and the hesitant 
investor. Investor relations wants to seize this opportunity to get as many as possible to 
invest in defense by increasing communication on all levels to make hesitant investors 
rapidly become investors. 

“To influence potential investors, we are also providing more education to our employees now that 
there is a  different level of acceptance. Previously, extending the education to employees was not 
worth pursuing because we would never convince [hesitant investors]. When it has shifted, and the 

door opens the other way, [hesitant investors] still are not there, but they are now open to influence. 
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So now we want as many people as possible to have an impact. Then, IR communication is through 

employees, pension companies, politicians, and funds. The goal is to expand communication on all 
levels. Because the more we expand communication, the more they will influence [hesitant investors]. 
Because they, like everyone else, are driven by business and commercial viability.” (Interview 14, 

E12, Finance) 

The educational journey for the employees, and not only politicians or major 
stakeholders, is an alternative aspect. Especially since other divisions within DefenseCo 
take a more cautious stand toward these alternative communicative strategies, where 
brand and media relations are two examples. The interviewees from these divisions 
mention a more passive approach to communication and, therefore, the need to slow down 
investor relations.  

”Sometimes we have discussions, the Investor Relations may think we should go in this direction, and 
then we may think no, we actually do not think so.” (Interview 4, E4, Brand) 

Therefore, finding a delicate balance between the education of intermediates and their 
communication strategy is vital to influencing hesitant potential investors. For example, 
to affect the sensemaking process regarding DefenseCo as a legitimate investment case, 
both societal and investment aspects must be considered to avoid becoming too 
aggressive in the education with the intermediator. In conclusion, indirect communication 
as a sensegiving tool adds a new perspective on the investor relations literature, and one 
can consider whether this alternative form of sensegiving is a way of increasing 
communication without coming across as a war profiteer.  
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5. Discussion 

This chapter discusses and relates our empirical findings to previous literature. Initially, 
we discuss the impact of a negative event that creates an opportunity to reframe the 
industry perception in 5.1 and examine how these dynamics influence communication 
strategies within DefenseCo. Secondly, in 5.2, we explore various sensegiving tools that 
can facilitate understanding a company operating within a complex industry. Lastly, we 
present an alternative communication approach in 5.3 – indirect communication. 

 

5.1. Establishing a Collaborative Sensemaking Perspective within DefenseCo 

Previous research on investor relations with the sensemaking perspective is limited, 
where the only study is conducted by Brühl and Falkheimer (2023), who study how a 
company needs to make sense of its purpose in financial communication. An ongoing 
crisis benefiting an industry but harmful to society is inherent with ambiguity, pointing 
to the need for sensemaking (Weick, 1995), where sensemaking concerns the process of 
comprehending the existing situation (Gioia & Chittipeddi, 1991). By exploring the 
sensemaking process within DefenseCo, aiming at reframing the industry perception, we 
contribute to the investor relations literature by adding the importance of making sense 
of a negative event that benefits the industry. Through the lens of sensemaking, this study 
extends previous research on investor relations with three new insights: 

First, we find that in a situation that is beneficial for an industry but harmful to society, 
financial communication exceeds the boundaries of the investor relations function, 
encompassing the entire organizational landscape. Previous research examines the 
strategic role of investor relations (Brown et al., 2019; Laskin, 2016; Hockerts & Moir, 
2014), where traditional investor relations activities have the potential to influence 
investor perceptions. However, in the case of DefenseCo, the entire organization actively 
participated and contributed to the financial communication strategies aimed at reframing 
the industry perception. This shift from the traditional investor relations role to the entire 
organization becomes integral to financial communication, underscoring investor 
relations’ evolving nature during pivotal industry moments. While Allen (2002) finds that 
investor relations grow in importance following corporate scandals, we argue that internal 
coordination grows in importance following a negative event, creating opportunities and 
risks within a company that are crucial to understanding effective financial 
communication. 

Second, we find that applying the sensemaking perspective on investor relations becomes 
insightful, as the role of investor relations goes beyond the function to include the 
organization. Naturally, this creates internal tensions, as the individual sensemaking 
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process differs depending on cognitive aspects and background (Maitlis & Christianson, 
2014). Establishing a collaborative sensemaking perspective within DefenseCo, 
therefore, goes beyond gathering individuals in the same room to set the company story. 
Even with such efforts, varying views on the optimal course of action will arise. This 
leads to inevitable organizational tensions due to differing approaches among various 
organizational functions. This contributes to the role of investor relations in times of 
negative events, creating opportunities for the industry by highlighting how different 
organizational viewpoints need to be internally managed. Finding a tonality suitable for 
all stakeholders becomes crucial to leverage the opportunity while ensuring long-term 
credibility.  

Third, we find that in this complex situation, communication is not solely aimed at 
framing the industry perception with the investor community. Investor relations and the 
organization make sense of the increased interest by educating various stakeholders about 
DefenseCo, thereby increasing the target audience for communication. Expanding 
Bushee and Miller’s (2002) finding that the common goal of investor relations strategies 
in less visible firms is to attract institutional investors and analysts to increase the firm 
value, we find that a firm that experiences an increase in visibility needs to attract a 
diverse group of stakeholders.  

Understanding these findings is essential for several reasons. For example, the findings 
acknowledge the expanded scope and complexity of financial communication objectives 
during periods of heightened visibility stemming from a negative societal event. The 
findings also recognize the necessity for a more inclusive approach to stakeholder 
engagement beyond the investor community. Furthermore, the findings underscore the 
importance of tailoring financial communication strategies to reach diverse stakeholder 
groups with unique interests and informational needs. 

For example, scholars within investor relations suggest adopting a more proactive stance 
in shaping communication strategies to handle external challenges effectively (Allen, 
2002; Brown et al., 2019; Hockerts & Moir, 2004; Laskin, 2016). However, we 
problematize this previous literature as we find that investor relations constantly need to 
make sense of unexpected events together with the organization. As stated by Maitlis and 
Christianson (2014), sensemaking begins when a violation of expectations is experienced. 
Hence, financial communication strategies by investor relations are affected by external 
events and are thereby influenced by the collective organizational sensemaking process. 
As a result of the intricate dynamics of investor relations, too much emphasis on a 
proactive communication strategy might be challenging when trying to reshape the 
industry perception, as this neglects the ever-changing financial landscape.  

Overall, our first contribution is connected to the importance of establishing a 
collaborative, organization-wide approach to make sense of and navigate significant 
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industry opportunities, offering insights for companies undergoing similar transformation 
processes.  

 

5.2. Utilizing Appropriate Sensegiving Tools to Influence the Industry Perception 

Secondly, we contribute to the existing literature on investor relations by studying how 
sensegiving tools are interactively used and adapted to influence the sensemaking of the 
investor community and the general public, thereby trying to reframe the industry 
perception. We acknowledge that the existing frames of the investors, and thereby the 
underlying sensemaking, are influenced by cognitive perspectives (Maitlis & 
Christianson, 2014; Weick, 1995). However, as an ongoing crisis is inherent with 
ambiguity stressing the need for sensemaking (Weick, 1995), we focus on how 
DefenseCo tries to influence the stakeholders’ sensemaking process and utilize the 
opportunity to influence the existing frames. 

While previous literature on investor relations discusses different strategies to convey a 
specific company message (Brown et al., 2019; Hockerts & Moir, 2004; Laskin, 2016), 
this is challenging within a complex industry. Our first finding involves that we want to 
add metaphorical representations to the existing conversation on investor relations, as this 
can be a helpful tool for a company aiming at reframing the industry perception. 
Introducing metaphorical representations into the conversation offers an accessible 
communication approach for companies within a complex industry, bridging the gap 
between the familiar and unfamiliar (Armeric & Craig, 2009; Carlsson-Wall et al., 
2016).  It further contributes to the existing literature by considering cognitive 
perspectives that influence stakeholders’ sensemaking processes, which enables 
DefenseCo to tailor its communication strategies effectively, considering existing frames. 
Using metaphors as communication tools can, therefore, enhance the effectiveness of 
DefenseCo’s interactions with various stakeholders, as it can simplify the understanding 
of its role in society, thereby influencing stakeholders’ comprehension. The empirical 
findings also indicate that DefenseCo utilizes a catchphrase to encapsulate and convey 
the company’s purpose. The catchphrase is used to trigger associations and render 
interpretations easier (Logemann et al., 2019), and it frames DefenseCo as a contributor 
to safe societies, triggering associations with safety. In conclusion, metaphorical 
representations and catchphrases as sensegiving tools within investor relations offer 
insights for a company experiencing opportunities under a crisis to facilitate an improved 
understanding among stakeholders and potentially reframe industry perceptions. 

Furthermore, DefenseCo increases its communication regarding the company narrative 
to reframe the industry perception. The company frames the benefit to society by pushing 
the narrative that DefenseCo is contributing to safe societies, which links the familiar and 
unfamiliar, as mentioned above. As earlier mentioned, Moreno and Jones (2022) stress 
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that companies most affected by a crisis are the ones who alter their narrative the most. 
However, we find that DefenseCo does not alter the narrative around its purpose. An 
explanation for not altering the narrative around the company’s purpose could be because 
the external event positively impacted DefenseCo’s narrative, as it facilitated the 
understanding of the purpose, thereby increasing attention and receptiveness from a larger 
audience. We find that corporate purpose is central to almost all communication at 
DefenseCo. This contrasts Brühl and Falkheimer (2023), who elucidate that corporate 
purpose is only partially used in communication, even though the authors argue that 
corporate purpose has the potential to be an essential strategic tool. A possible reason 
behind its central role in DefenseCo's communication is that they, being in a stigmatized 
industry, find that explaining the corporate purpose in financial communication is helpful 
in making the company a legitimate investment case. The implication for companies in 
other controversial industries is that communicating the organization’s purpose can be a 
way to influence the perception. Another notable finding from the interviews is 
DefenseCo’s decision to ramp up sustainability communication when explaining the 
narrative. Noticing that investors are more inclined to listen but also realizing that 
investors would start asking many more questions regarding specific sustainability 
efforts, DefenseCo prepares for more dynamic communication. Having an interactive 
mode of relationship management, including broadcasting the sustainability 
communication, listening to investors’ concerns, and integrating them into the 
sustainability work, is in accordance with the findings by Hockerts and Moir (2004). 

Lastly, we find that financial numbers is a critical sensegiving tool to reshape the industry 
perception. The monetary incentive is prevalent among investors and is a driving factor 
for investor relations. As the general mission of the investor relations function at 
DefenseCo centered around attracting more investors, DefenseCo adapts some of its 
communication to make it attractive to investors. Much of the previous research on 
investor relations has shown that increased investor relations efforts can result in a higher 
market valuation and a lower cost of capital (Brennan & Tamarowski, 2000; Bushee & 
Miller, 2012; Chapman et al., 2019; Kirk & Vincent, 2014; Neukirchen et al., 2023). By 
hosting a capital markets day and engaging in more communication activities, the overall 
mission of these efforts was to increase the company’s stock market value. Therefore, 
financial incentives cannot be overlooked when analyzing the actions taken by 
DefenseCo. This aligns with Young-Ferris and Roberts (2023), stating that the monetary 
perspective is superior among investors. However, as was seen, investors who primarily 
invested in DefenseCo because of the financial aspects are also more inclined to listen to 
other efforts of DefenseCo, like sustainability efforts. The company, therefore, has a 
better ability to influence the perception of these investors. 

In conclusion, our study contributes to a deeper understanding of various sensegiving 
tools applied when a company in a stigmatized industry has the opportunity to reframe 
the industry perception. Understanding how these tools can help the company leverage 
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opportunities is essential as it provides insights into how metaphorical representations 
can facilitate understanding, thereby influencing stakeholder perceptions. Moreover, 
emphasizing the company’s purpose in communication can effectively attract investors 
and align its objectives with societal needs, improving its overall reputation. Recognizing 
the role of financial indicators as critical sensegiving tools underscores the importance of 
a balanced communication strategy. The sensegiving tools work in harmony, and by 
facilitating the understanding of the company through metaphorical representations, 
increasing communication about the company narrative, and strengthening this with 
financial numbers, the overall understanding of the company can improve, resulting in a 
reframed industry perception. 

 

5.3. Adding Indirect Communication to Investor Relations 

With our third contribution, we need to shift the conversation in the research domain of 
investor relations. Previous research consistently underscores the importance of 
combining financial and non-financial information for investors to give them a 
comprehensive understanding of the company’s business and value (Brown et al., 2019; 
Hoffmann & Fieseler, 2012; Laskin, 2016; Marcus & Wallace, 1997). Furthermore, 
scholars argue for the importance of adopting a proactive stance to influence investors’ 
perceptions, emphasizing the need to actively influence their understanding and 
interpretation of company information to mitigate crises (Allen, 2002; Hockerts & Moir, 
2014). However, we now encounter a completely new situation where an industry benefits 
from a crisis and wants to seize this opportunity to reframe the previously challenged 
industry perception. While Kaplan (2008) highlights that skilled actors strategically 
employ frames to align the beliefs and interests of others, the existing body of research 
does not adequately address how to construct communication with those who show 
minimal interest or completely neglect the company or industry.  

This study’s third contribution is adding the role of indirect communication as a strategic 
tool for investor relations, which is important in these critical situations. Understanding 
that various communication strategies can impact the way external stakeholders interpret 
information (Cornelissen & Werner, 2014; Fizz & Zajac, 2006; Gioia & Chittipeddi, 
1991; Logemann et al., 2019; Mantere et al., 2012), our research underscores investor 
relations potentially usage of indirect communication as a means of influencing 
sensemaking processes. Specifically, we propose that investor relations’ communication 
strategy can involve an intermediator that influences hesitant investors. These hesitant 
investors pose a unique challenge for investor relations professionals. They require 
alternative communication strategies to capture their attention and positively influence 
their perceptions of the industry, thereby convincing them that the company is a legitimate 
investment case.  
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The indirect communication strategy can be linked to the study by Logemann et al. 
(2019), who advocate for providing people with a pragmatic form to make sense, allowing 
the construction of their own understanding, rather than providing the intended recipient 
with direct pre-packaged meanings. However, while Logemann et al. (2019) primarily 
focus on diverse linguistic pragmatic forms of sensegiving, our study extends this notion 
by integrating intermediaries as key facilitators of sensegiving. We, therefore, extend the 
pragmatic form presented by Logemann et al. (2019) by involving a third party as a form 
to make sense of a situation. By focusing on educating significant stakeholders – such as 
major shareholders, politicians, and employees – using linguistic forms of sensegiving, 
these stakeholders can become a powerful tool for investor relations in influencing the 
perceptions of hesitant investors. Through this indirect influence, investor relations 
professionals can impact how these investors perceive the industry and comprehend the 
company’s business and value. This aligns with Brühl and Falkheimer’s (2023) claim that 
making sense of the organization extends beyond the investor relations functions and 
involves various internal and external stakeholders in shaping the narrative. 

Understanding the significance of indirect communication strategies in investor relations 
and how they can be a powerful sensegiving tool in these complex situations is important 
for several reasons. These findings underscore that companies should effectively engage 
with hesitant investors, a group often overlooked in traditional communication 
approaches. Furthermore, by utilizing the power of an intermediator, this leverages 
influential voices to shape perceptions and positively impact how hesitant investors 
interpret company information, ultimately enhancing their willingness to invest. Lastly, 
in stigmatized industries where negative perceptions prevail, employing indirect 
communication strategies can help reshape these perceptions, potentially attracting more 
investors. Comprehending and implementing these strategies could lead to a more 
comprehensive and inclusive investor relations approach, influencing stakeholders’ 
perceptions positively and potentially resulting in a reframed industry perception. 

In summary, our study contributes to the existing investor relations research by exploring 
indirect communication strategies. Indirect communication as a sensegiving tool adds a 
new perspective on the investor relations literature, and one can consider whether this 
alternative form of sensegiving is a way of increasing communication without coming 
across as a war profiteer. Thus, by educating employees and significant shareholders, who 
can then spread the message further, DefenseCo could increase its communication 
without it being noticed in the same way. When others talk about DefenseCo’s success, 
it is not themselves who pitch their success related to an underlying harmful event. Then, 
this could increase their indirect financial communication while avoiding being seen as 
war profiteers. We, therefore, argue that in such a complex situation, we need to shift the 
conversation regarding the existing investor relations research, as the current approaches 
might not be applicable in these critical situations.  
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6. Conclusion 

The aspiration of this thesis has been to research how an investor relations function 
understands an ongoing complex situation and what it means for the company and, in one 
way or another, tries to influence the investor community’s way of perceiving the 
industry. By drawing upon theories on sensemaking and sensegiving through framing, 
narrative, and financial numbers, we intended to answer the following research question: 

How does investor relations adapt its financial communication when a negative external 
event creates an opportunity for a reframed industry perception? 

Overall, we extend the previous literature in the domain of investor relations by adding 
insight into how financial communication is adapted following a societal crisis, creating 
opportunities for a company in a stigmatized industry. We find that, in the case of 
DefenseCo, financial communication is increased at all levels to seize the opportunity of 
an educational journey aimed at reshaping the industry perception, and our contributions 
to the investor relations literature are threefold:  

First, we contribute to the literature on investor relations by highlighting the importance 
of establishing a coordinated sensemaking perspective during a negative event, creating 
opportunities for a reframed industry perception. Our findings indicate that financial 
communication exceeds the boundaries of the investor relations function, encompassing 
the entire organizational landscape, which requires internal coordination that the entire 
company supports. This reveals that different organizational viewpoints must be 
internally managed and that finding a tonality suitable for all stakeholders becomes 
crucial to leveraging the opportunity while ensuring long-term credibility. Moreover, our 
study underscores the importance of broadening the target audience beyond the investor 
community. This redefines the scope of financial communication strategies by 
recognizing the necessity for a more inclusive approach and tailoring messages to reach 
diverse stakeholder groups. In conclusion, our first contribution emphasizes the value of 
applying the sensemaking perspective on investor relations navigating complex 
situations, offering insights for companies facing similar opportunities and challenges. 

Second, we provide a deeper understanding of how sensegiving tools can be utilized 
within financial communication. We contribute to the existing literature on investor 
relations by advocating that introducing metaphorical representations can be helpful for 
a company operating within a complex industry aiming at reframing the industry 
perception, as metaphorical representations can serve as a bridge between the familiar 
and unfamiliar. Furthermore, the sensegiving tools work in harmony, and by increasing 
communication regarding the company narrative and strengthening this with the 
credibility of financial numbers, the understanding of the company as a legitimate 
investment can be heightened – thereby affecting the frame of the industry.  
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Third, we contribute to the existing investor relations research by introducing indirect 
communication strategies in complex situations where traditional approaches may not be 
applicable. We do not question the importance of these approaches in conventional 
situations. However, our study suggests that indirect communication involving 
intermediaries can be a powerful tool in shaping perceptions in this new setting to 
influence hesitant investors’ understanding of a company’s business and value. It 
emphasizes the potential of indirect communication strategies to reshape perceptions, 
attract more investors, and contribute to a more comprehensive and inclusive investor 
relations approach. Furthermore, it proposes that indirect communication, through the 
education of an intermediator, could be important for companies like DefenseCo to 
increase their communication without being perceived as exploiting or profiting from 
critical or harmful events. This approach aims to positively influence perceptions while 
avoiding the stigma of being seen as war profiteers. Our study suggests a need to 
reevaluate and shift the conversation regarding investor relations approaches, particularly 
in critical situations where indirect communication strategies may be more effective in 
influencing stakeholder perceptions, thereby reframing industry perspectives. 

Additionally, this study has practical implications. For practitioners aiming to establish a 
collaborative sensemaking perspective, there must be awareness of necessary efforts. A 
course of action needs to be discussed to establish a coordinated strategy on how to 
leverage opportunities while considering challenges. Therefore, we suggest engaging in 
conversations with different organizational functions to ensure a congruent approach. 
Otherwise, there is a risk of multiple strategies working in different directions, 
constraining a reframing process rather than enabling it.  

We acknowledge that the findings are subject to limitations. The first potential limitation 
is connected to our choice of conducting a single case study. Even though it generates 
deep insights into the company, we limit the study by not looking at other organizations 
where the same phenomenon could be found, which could generate more generalizable 
conclusions. Another potential limitation is that the interpretive approach is subjective, 
which creates room for bias. The collected data might be affected by personal viewpoints 
and values, impacting the generalizability of this study. 

For future research, we suggest exploring a related industry where a significant event is 
not linked to an ongoing situation. This could shine light on the effectiveness of different 
communication strategies in influencing investors’ perceptions. An additional suggestion 
is to conduct comparative industry studies using a multiple case study approach to 
pinpoint similarities and differences in how financial communication adapts. In summary, 
leveraging opportunities created by a negative event is a balancing act for investor 
relations, which requires further scholarly attention.  
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8. Appendix 

Appendix 1: Interview Guide 

Example questions from the interview guide: 

 Can you give a description of your role and your main responsibilities? 

 What does the process for integration with investor relations look like?  

 In your experience, how has the integration process with investor relations evolved 
over time? 

 How did you feel that the view of [DefenseCo] was before the Ukraine war? 

 Do you see that the external view has changed?  

 How has your job been affected by the war? 

 Can you elaborate on any specific challenges you have encountered in your role? 

 How would you describe the way [DefenseCo] communicates with investors?  

 What does [DefenseCo] want to convey to the investor community? 

 What core messages does [DefenseCo] aim to convey to investors regarding its 
mission and values? 

 Are there any particular strategies for the way you communicate? 

 Are there specific tactics or channels [DefenseCo] employs for effective 
communication with investors? 

 Has the financial communication strategy changed after the invasion? 

 What challenges do you experience when it comes to external communication? 

 From your point of view, how do financial numbers contribute to the company’s 
overall communications strategy? 

 How do you ensure that financial information is communicated in a clear and 
understandable way to both internal and external stakeholders? 

 How would you say the balance between financial information and softer values (such 
as strategy) is incorporated into the communication? 

 Do you experience any difference in how financial information is presented externally 
and internally? 

 How do you perceive the alignment between [DefenseCo]’s communication strategies 
and the expectations of the investor community? 
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